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naming a yacht is one of the owner’s proudest moments. naming a custom 
built heesen yacht just proves the owner is wise as well as wonderful.
from 37-65 metres, every heesen is the performance of luxury.
+31 (0)412 66 55 44 sales@heesenyachts.nl   www.heesenyachts.nl

what’s in 
a name?

everything
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Phone: 49-(0)421-67 33-531

Fax: 49-(0)421-67 33-115

www.abeking.com

e-mail: yacht@abeking.com

                   
78,4m Motor Yacht

E M i n E n c E , launched  2008

         First a vision.
                                       Then a statement. And finally, a new level.
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	 	 MAKING	WAVES
	 17	 The	latest	news	and	newest	boat	highlights	include	Oceanco’s	recently	delivered	Seven Seas	
	 	 and	our	look	back	at	the	2011	Miami	Boat	Show.

	 	 DEBUT	PERSHING	80
	 38	 The	stylish	Pershing	80,	finally	shown	at	US	boat	shows,	carries	a	boatload	of	transformable	features
	 	 and	top	speeds	in	the	high	40s	that	will	seduce	gadget	lovers	and	performance	enthusiasts.

	 	 COVER
	 44	 John	Rosatti’s162'	Christensen	Remember When	may	have	a	nostalgic	name,	but	this	passionate	
	 	 yachtsman	is	not	looking	back	on	fun	times,	he	is	looking	forward	to	more.

	 	 ONBOARD	MARIE
	 50	 Her	fun-loving	owners	designed	the	180’		Vitters	Marie,	in	part,	to	accommodate	
	 	 a	grand	piano	and	a	collection	of	antique	weapons,	but	don’t	mistake	this	gifted	sailing	yacht	
	 	 for	a	museum	piece.

	 	 HISTORY
	 60	 Bertram	is	50	this	year.	The	competitive	and	stylish	Richard	Bertram	gave	the	company	its	start	
	 	 when	he	ordered	a	prototype	called	Moppie,	which	created	a	small	revolution.	Here’s	a	look	back	
	 	 at	the	early	days.

ON	THE	COVER:		Remember When,	Nice N’ Easy	and	74'	Viking	PHOTO:	Jim	Raycroft

60

38
50
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	 	 ONBOARD	PRIMADONNA
	 66	 During	the	Miami	boat	show,	the	127’	IAG	tri-deck	generated	quite	a	bit	of	buzz,	partly	because	
	 	 of	its	price,	which	lets	the	fully	equipped	twin-screw	diesel	yacht	compete	with	boats	nearly	half	its	size.

	 	 ONBOARD	JEFE 
	 74	 Offshore	champion	Jerry	Gilbreath	fell	in	love	with	Italian	classic	wood	speedboats	and	wanted	one	
	 	 of	his	own.		He	turned	to	a	shipyard	closer	to	home	to	build	Jefe,	34	feet	of	custom	crafted	mahogny,	
	 	 detail	and	muscle.

	 	 ONBOARD	BREEZE 76
	 80	 Dick	Lazzara	set	out	to	reinvent	the	classic	American	cruiser	and	came	up	with	the	Breeze	76.
	 	 It	features	great	maneuverability,	a	big	flybridge	and	five	cabins.	Plus,	you	can	go		
	 	 1,100	miles	at	10	knots.	

	 	 FOCUS:	FISHER	ISLAND
	 88	 Florida’s	first	African-American	millionaire	acquired	a	small	island	off	Miami’s	main	coast,	
	 	 known	today	as	the	one	of	the	wealthiest	zip	codes	in	the	United	States.	Currently	undergoing	
	 	 a	renaissance,	Fisher	Island	is	well	worth	a	closer	look.

	 	 GOLF	AND	YACHTING
	 94	 Golf	and	yachting	are	not	normally	mentioned	in	the	same	breath,	but,	let’s	say	you	love	the	game	
	 	 and	you	want	to	turn	your	yacht	into	the	ultimate	golf	cart,	what	are	the	options	available?

CONTENTS
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N
Cecile Gauert EDITOR IN CHIEF

OT FAR FROM THE HUNDREDS OF BOATS LINING UP INDIAN CREEK in 
Miami Beach during the 2011 Yacht & Brokerage Show, sea oats waved against the big 
blue beyond the Art Deco hotels. As the surf retreated, it left a shallow pool of clear water 
where sea birds chased schools of fish that changed colors at each turn and, as the sun 
began to set, the water took on the qualities of a precious lapis lazuli. Unfortunately, a few 
feet away, swirling currents spoiled this idyllic scene, bringing countless debris close to the 
shoreline, as offerings to the busy metropolis beyond. 
Our oceans are large receptacles for what we throw away, and powerful streams can carry 

discarded plastics, spilled fossil fuel and other byproducts of our industrious planet over 
great distances, dispersing them indiscriminately on busy or deserted beaches. Sometimes 
we can see them, sometimes we can’t. What ever happened to the oil spilled in the Gulf of 
Mexico last year? Did it dissipate, sink, or are invisible hydrocarbons spreading to sensitive 
areas? Wouldn’t you like to know?
 Many of you who enjoy boating are fishermen and divers, who are acutely aware of chang-

es perceptible in coral reefs and beaches. You can use your influence to help sensitize the 
world and perhaps even help reverse these changes. Already, like-minded yachtsmen have 
given birth to many initiatives and organizations, including The International SeaKeepers 
Society (ISKS), founded in Monaco 13 years ago. The society’s goal is to help the scientific 
community get big-picture answers to explain phenomena such as higher water tempera-
tures and increased salinity and their potential effects.
 In Miami, I met two of ISKS’ newest supporters on their boat. A delightful couple with 

three young children, Scott and Mandi Leonard are about to embark on a three-year ad-
venture on their recently acquired 50' sailing catamaran. Dad, a CEO, will keep working 
remotely, using the latest gadgets mobile technology offers; mom will “boatschool” the boys; 
and all will share a bonding experience and an education no classroom can provide. In doing 
so, these avid divers and caring parents also hope to support much needed research in the 
causes of oceanographic and atmospheric changes.
 If you read this magazine regularly, then you know that we have a partnership with ISKS. 

Our kick-off event was a star-studded evening aboard Alfa Nero at the Cannes Film Festival 
last year. We are planning more great events to help raise funds and awareness and will be 
back in Cannes on May 20 for the 2011 Cannes Film Festival (see yachtsmagazine.com for 
more information).
 There are many ways to help better our ocean environment and ensure that our children 

and grandchildren walking along beaches years from now will find mostly sand and clear 
surf where sea birds chase silver fish.

editorial



The Explorers’                    Yacht.

ARGOS GULFSTREAM 92

PH: +1-416-907-0869 - www.argosyachts.com - ownership@argosyachts.com
Nassau, Bahamas - Palm Beach, USA - Hong Kong, S.A.R - Athens, Greece

ARGOS
Y A C H T S

Exquisite styling.  Expansive entertainment.  30kt speeds. Trans-atlantic efficiency.
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{ MAKING WAVES  }

After Oceanco Yachts delivered the 282' (86m) Seven Seas to her 
owners one month ahead of schedule, the yacht wasted no time in 
lifting anchor. The stunning vessel with stylish black mast, fluid white 
superstructure and navy hull attracted attention in St. Maarten 
and St. Barth’s before making a noted stopover in Fort Lauderdale, 
which remains a busy hub for yacht provisioning and service.
Designers Nuvolari-Lenard, Azure Naval Architects and the 

Wright Maritime Group all were involved in the project, 
previously known as Y-706. Although Seven Seas follows in the 
footsteps of Oceanco’s celebrated Alfa Nero, Vibrant Curiosity 
and Sunrays, it breaks new ground in terms of technological 
achievement and design. 
Guest accommodations include a sumptuous master suite 

comprising study, lounge and private deck area with whirlpool, 

plus two VIP suites and four additional luxurious staterooms. Molly 
Isaksen Interiors, a firm responsible for the owners’ private homes, 
did the casually elegant and soothing interior décor which features 
teak paneling. 
The main salon boasts a bona fide theater with a 108-sq.-foot 

screen, a rear projection system and two rows of raked seating. For 
the true movie aficionado, there is also the option to watch the 
latest films while perched on a Jet Ski as the glass wall of the infinity 
pool doubles as a projection screen.
Most entertaining centers on the expansive outside areas. Adjacent 

to the main salon is nearly 2,700 square feet of deck space to 
accommodate either a casual alfresco meal or a black-tie gala. 
Dual 4,680-hp/3,492 kW MTU engines power the yacht, which is 

able to reach speeds of up to 20 knots.

Seven Seas 
Oceanco’s newest launch

Visit oceancoyacht.com or wrightmaritime.com for more information
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Correction
We published the wrong illustration with the brief article on Kingship’s current projects  
in the March/April issue of  Yachts International. The rendering shown was another project 
by the Axis Group’s Horacio Bozzo, who is working with Kingship on its innovative green 
project, but not the Green Voyager, pictured here. We regret the error. 

MAKING WAVES

Sanlorenzo splashes Carol
Steely resolve, tender side
Sanlorenzo launched Hull No. 2 in its flagship 46 Steel series, first introduced at the 

2010 Monaco Yacht Show. Like sistership Lammouche, this impressive displacement 151' 
(46m) tri-deck features a huge beach club with a gym. A nearby tender garage has space 
for a 20' tender, freeing up the decks for entertainment and dining. A service tunnel runs 
through the full length of the yacht, providing access to machinery and the refrigerated 
storage required for this long-range traveler, which can travel a maximum of 4,000 nm at 
12 knots.
The yacht’s twin 2,040-mhp Caterpillar 3512B engines give Carol a 17-knot maximum 

speed with a cruising speed of 15 knots. Sanlorenzo Yachts now offers a complete range 
of custom yachts ranging in size from 62' to 151'. The shipyard builds in composite, 
aluminum and steel, catering to demanding yacht owners looking for anything from a 
quality sport flybridge to an elegant cruiser or transatlantic displacement vessel.

Visit sanlorenzoyacht.com for more information

New Pershing 
power
TRIPLE ENGINES AND GAS 
TURBINE POWER NEW UNITS

After introducing the new Pershing 92 
at the Genoa Show last fall, Pershing 
launched Hull No. 1 of the Fulvio 
de Simoni-designed Pershing 108 
(32.9m) at its facility in Fano, Italy. As 
is customary, the designer worked 
closely with Ferretti’s Advanced Yacht 
Technology engineering group and 
Centro Stile. The pearly white-hulled 
yacht (a new Pershing hull color) 
features four staterooms and three 
cabins for crew. It is also flexible. With 
triple 2,600-hp MTU engines, it can go 

an impressive 40.5 knots (speed is still 
a hallmark of the Pershing brand), but 
using just one engine and cruising at 11 
knots, the yacht has a 1,070-nm range. 
Also recently launched is Hull No. 9 of 
the Pershing 115 (35m of raw power). 
The combined power of a Vericor TF50 
gas turbine (capable of more than 5,100 
hp when used with central water-jet 
propeller propulsion) and twin diesel 
MTUs (7,400 hp together) gives this 
hull an incredible top speed of about 52 
knots Meanwhile, in the United States, 
Pershing recently showed two of its 
newly built and sold 80' models. See our 
debut article in this issue.

for more information,  
Visit pershing-yacht.com

Pershing 108



A truly great yacht is a collaborative effort.

In line with this principle, Azimut Yachts has created a Personal Design Equipe. 

This group of marine engineers, interior designers and project managers, is responsible for identifying and 

executing the owner’s unique requirements. They travel together with our Sales Managers to meet our customers 

anywhere across the world. The result is a yacht built in close cooperation that is able to refl ect its owner’s tastes and 

personality in perfect harmony.

That’s why Azimut Yachts is the number one megayacht builder of choice for the twelfth consecutive year. 

THE PLEASURE OF OWNING,
THE PRIDE IN CREATION.

executing the owner’s unique requirements. They travel together with our Sales Managers to meet our customers 

The result is a yacht built in close cooperation that is able to refl ect its owner’s tastes and 

That’s why Azimut Yachts is the number one megayacht builder of choice for the twelfth consecutive year. 

executing the owner’s unique requirements. They travel together with our Sales Managers to meet our customers 

The result is a yacht built in close cooperation that is able to refl ect its owner’s tastes and 

That’s why Azimut Yachts is the number one megayacht builder of choice for the twelfth consecutive year. 

Y O U R  C R E A T I O N HTTP://AZIMUTGRANDE.AZIMUTYACHTS.COM
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Delta Marine’s new 164' project
A retreat on the high seas
Seattle-based builder Delta Marine recently announced plans for a full-displacement 164' 
(50m) transatlantic-faring motoryacht. The in-house Delta design team will use tropical floral 
patterns, warm tropical hard woods, and inlaid wool and silk carpets with refined organic 
fabrics to create a South Pacific retreat for up to 12 guests. In addition to this island elegance, 
the owners will enjoy a master stateroom aft of the pilothouse with a private outdoor deck 
that includes a dining area, lounge and hot tub. 
All of the guests will have access to the full gym, combination library and office space and 

an ondeck Jacuzzi. An elevator will transport guests among all four decks. A float-in garage, 
an impressive technical achievement sure to enhance the owner’s experiences, will house the 
main tender, with a smaller one stowed on the sun deck.
Two Caterpillar 3512B engines will propel this oasis to 16 knots, and she will cruise at 14.5. 

Range is a great 5,000 nm, thanks to 21,900-gallon fuel tanks. 

Visit deltamarine.com for more information

MAKING WAVES

Fraser Yachts 
introduces 
Diamond 
Collection
A MEMBERSHIP MUST

Hoteliers vie for the privilege of 
a five star rating, travelers carry 
a Platinum Express and Fraser 
Yachts Worldwide now gives 
charter yachts the chance to claim 
a diamond. 
This innovative program will help 

distinguish yachts in their fleet. 
To become a member, your yacht 
and crew must meet a number of 
stringent standards and training 
requirements, but the rating could 
potentially add value to your 
yacht by making it more attractive 
to charter guests. Diamond 
Collection yachts will be those 
with only the most exceptional 
levels of service. In fact, it is 
believed that this could help the 
suffering charter industry. 
 “We do not believe in slashing 

the rates of our charter yachts; 
(rather) our approach focuses 
on adding value for both the 
yacht owner and the charterers 
on board: an excellent charter 
experience is worth far more 
than a discount off a charter 
rate,” Fraser Yachts CEO Hein 
Velema says.
Triple S Consultancy will provide 

specialized training. In addition, 
information will be collected at the 
end of a charter and the company 
will conduct independent annual 
audits to ensure all yachts maintain 
the standards required for 
Diamond Collection membership. 
What is the cost for this sparkling 
seal of approval? A well-spent 
12,000 euros per year. 

for more information, contact 
fraseryachts.com

LOA: 164' (50m)
BEAM (MOLDED): 33'1" (10.1m)
BEAM (EXTREME): 34'1" (10.4m)
DRAFT (HALF LOAD): 9'7" (2.9m)
DISPLACEMENT (HALF LOAD): 552 long tons
ENGINES: 2 x Caterpillar 3512B
TOP SPEED: 16 knots
CRUISING SPEED: 14.5 knots
RANGE: 5,000nm @ 13 knots
DESIGN: Delta Design Group
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MAKING WAVES

Tricon’s Argos Gulfstream 70
A private European buyer has contracted a new G70 from Tricon Marine. The G70 will sleep 
six guests in three ensuite cabins, including a full-beam master suite. There are also crew 
quarters for two, located aft. Built for challenging seas and frequent Gulf Stream crossings, Argos 
Gulfstream yachts feature a unique profile, with a low center of gravity and significantly reduced 
roll. Twin 715-hp Cat engines will power this G70 to an estimated 17-knot cruising speed and 
20-knot maximum speed, with a range of more than 2,000 nautical miles at economical speed. 
The Argos series include models from 70' to 125'. The Argos 92 was the first model 

introduced. Based in Zhuhai, China, Tricon Marine also builds the NISI brand, which 
made a remarkable debut at the Yacht & Brokerage Show in Miami with the stylish and 
innovative NISI 76.

For more inFormation, visit triconmarine.com

J Craft moves stateside
“Steering” design’s a showstopper
Swedish yachtbuilder J Craft debuted its 41' Torpedo model in the United States at this year’s 
Miami Yacht & Brokerage Show. Handcrafted on Gotland, an island in the middle of the Baltic 
Sea, the great-looking J Craft’s Torpedo showcases eco-friendly mahogany varnished 18 times 
and a hand-carved Nardi steering wheel made famous by classic Ferraris. Twin Volvo Penta IPS 
engines provide a 35-knot cruise speed, 50-knot top speed and a 350-nm range at 43 knots. 
The hull sleeps four guests plus a crewmember. J Craft’s attention to details leaves nothing 
wanting, and the Torpedo offers up a classy runabout for cruising in style along the coves of 
the French Riviera or New England or even exploring along the West Coast. 

For more inFormation, visit j-craFtboats.com

Cannes 2011
new dates
BOAT SHOW  WILL BE 
HELD SEPTEMBER 6-11 
The G-20 summit meets in 
Cannes this year, a change 
which has forced the Festival de 
la Plaisance’s organizers to alter 
the dates of their 2011 event.

 The Vieux Port, Port Pierre 
Canto and the Espace Riviera 
exhibition hall will now host this 
year’s yacht show from Tuesday, 
September 6th, through Sunday, 
the 11th. 

visit salonnautiquecannes.com 
For more inFormation

UPCOMING SHOWS:
■  BOAT ASIA May 12–15, 2011

■  SANCTUARY COVE 
INTERNATIONAL BOAT 
SHOW May 19–22, 2011

■  SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL 
BOAT SHOW July 18–Aug. 1, 
2011

■  HISWA AMSTERDAM Aug. 30–
Sept. 4, 2011

■  ATLANTIC CITY IN-WATER 
POWER BOAT SHOW 
Sept. 8–11, 2011

■  AUCKLAND 
INTERNATIONAL BOAT 
SHOW Sept. 15–18, 2011

■  NEWPORT INTERNATIONAL 
BOAT SHOW Sept. 15–18, 2011

■  MONACO YACHT SHOW Sept. 
21–24, 2011

■  GENOA INTERNATIONAL 
BOAT SHOW Oct. 1–9, 2011

■  SÅO PAULO BOAT SHOW 
Oct. 13–18, 2011

■  FORT LAUDERDALE 
INTERNATIONAL BOAT 
SHOW Oct. 24–31, 2011



Nordhavn F leet 40   43   47   52   55   56MS   60   62   63   64   68   72   75EYF   76   78   86   120

Pac i f i c  As ian  Ente rp r ises  •  34179 Go lden Lante r n ,  Su i te  101 • Dana Po in t ,  CA 92629
949.496.4848 Fax  949.240.2398 www.nordhavn.com

Nordhavn, the first name in Expeditionary Yachts, 
is also a recognized leading super-yacht builder.

Following the great success of the Nordhavn 86, the stunning new Nordhavn 120 stands ready to bring
proven satisfaction, quality and reliability to the super-yacht set. Designed and built to comply with any
international classification required, the Nordhavn 120 provides her owners safe, comfortable, easy-to-man-
age world traveling; plus the confidence of an excellent investment with a celebrated brand.

Imagination is the only limit to what can be created. Our engineers and factory craftsmen will work in con-
sort with your designers to help you produce a benchmark in yachting history.

Discover for yourself how Nordhavn is providing adventure and luxury in addition to the delightful bonus of
being the best value in this range of super-yacht. Visit our site at www.nordhavn.com or contact us 
at 949.496.4848

Interior layout, design and decor by Destry Darr Designs of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

N-120_YI  3/21/11  12:22 AM  Page 1
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MAKING WAVES

Molori Private Retreats already boasts a fleet of private jets and 
several magnificent resorts: two properties in South Africa, one on the 
Great Barrier Reef and a fourth under construction on the beach in 
Santa Monica, Calif. The latest feather in this luxury specialist’s cap is 
the 145' custom Benetti motoryacht Told U So (pictured). Molori’s co-
owner Kirk Lazarus chose every detail aboard the yacht, which will be 
available for charter through Molori Private Retreats. 
  Benetti also launched the Stefano Righini-designed Crystal 140. 
Owners can choose classic or modern interiors signed by François 
Zuretti. Righini provided huge windows to pull in natural light and 
give guests views of their surroundings. This is most noticeable in the 
master stateroom where floor-to-ceiling glass offers up panoramic 
vistas. Outdoor dining, lounging and sunning zones abound. 
  The Crystal 140 has a top speed of 15 knots. If kept to 12 knots, the 
yacht will achieve a 4,000-nm range.
Visit molori.com or benettiyachts.it for more information

Benetti’s new launches
145' Told U So and Crystal 140 

Diverse Projects’ Black Pearl 
New Zealand yard delivers 103-footer
The New Zealand-based Diverse Projects, a project manager and virtual shipyard, recently 
delivered the appropriately named 103' Black Pearl. The black hull, designed by New 
Zealand’s LOMOcean Design, conceals a playful SMI Interiors layout dressed by Australian 
Chris Connell Design. Pirate-themed art, furnishings and details liven up three sleek 
staterooms (which can accommodate a total of 10 guests) and a room with four twin bunks 
perfect for children. Black Pearl can also house up to five crewmembers. Propelled by twin 
Caterpillar C18 ACERT engines, Black Pearl cruises at 12 knots. A 30' tender can be carried 
on the main deck, and two smaller tenders or safety boats can ride on the foredeck.
Diverse Projects specializes in pairing clients with top-notch subcontractors for a fee. 

Co-director Lars Bjorklund says that clients enjoy full transparency and trade prices and a 
financing plan that includes monthly installments until the yacht is completed. After delivery, 
clients are invited to employ Diverse Projects to manage the yacht for charter, oversee refits 
or help them to move on to their next boat. 

for more information, Visit diVerseprojects.com
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Burger Boats 
has new  
Leading Lady
STEEL HULL BEAUTY TO  

BE BUILT IN WISCONSIN 

Burger Boat Company has 
received a contract for the 
construction of Chicago’s Leading 
Lady, a 98' steel passenger 
vessel, for Chicago-based First 
Lady Cruises. The yacht, which 
will accommodate up to 350 
passengers, will cruise the 
Chicago River and Michigan 
Lake, hosting upscale parties and 
special events. Big windows and 
comfortable upholstered chairs 
will allow passengers to enjoy 
the spectacular Chicago skyline in 
comfort. Seacraft Design LLC of 
Sturgeon Bay, Wis., designed the 
vessel in the style of luxury yachts 
of the 1920s. Twin Caterpillar C12 
main engines will propel the yacht, 
which will be USCG-certified 
(Subchapter K). 

For more inFormation,  
visit burgerboat.com

Langan Design
Name carries on
Since renowned naval architect Bill Langan lost a two-year battle with Leukemia on 
December 31, 2010, three of his long-time associates have formed a partnership to 
carry on the work of Langan Design’s founder. There is no question that Langan made 
a lasting mark on the history of yachting during his three decades of design work, first 
with Sparkman & Stephens and then as the principal of his own company. 
Paris-born Thomas Degrémont, a naval architect; Antonio Ferrer, a Westlawn School 

of Yacht Design graduate born in Brazil; and Samuel Howell, who learned to sail in 
Massachusetts and turned his passion into a career, have worked many years with 
Langan. Candace Langan, wife of the late Bill Langan, will also continue her interior 
design work out of the Langan Design office in Newport, R.I. 
Newport-based Langan Design’s latest yacht to ply the waters is the elegant HJB 

motoryacht Calliope (pictured).

For more inFormation, visit langandesign.comN
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Turquoise again
Proteksan celebrates milestone
Proteksan-Turquoise is celebrating a busy 2011. The first of three planned deliveries early 
this year is Turquoise, built for a repeat client who ordered his first Turquoise from the yard 
in 1994. The high-profile launch of a yacht with solid credentials (Ed Dubois architecture, 
Donald Starkey Design, all supervised by surveyor Don Patton) helped put Turkey on the 
yachtbuilding map and establish Proteksan-Turquoise. Since then, the expanding shipyard has 
forged a solid reputation. After the first Turquoise came Mosaique and 13 other yachts after 
that, ranging in size from 131’  to 190’. Vinydrea (shown at the 2008 Monaco Yacht Show) 
and sistership Leo Fun, now renamed Sirius and bound for Russia (her new owner is the 
Russian government,) refreshed the expedition vessel style with innovative design features. 
Proteksan-Turquoise returns to Monaco this year with a brand-new yacht.
The new Turquoise, with styling by Ed Dubois and interior by US-based HOK Design and 

Suntay Design of Turkey, will be available for charter. 

For more inFormation, visit proteksan-turquoise.com or Fraseryachts.com
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Largest Heesen 
Dutch yard lays keel of a 65m 
Fast Displacement motoryacht
Construction is underway in Oss, the Netherlands, on a 213' (65m) Fast Displacement 

motoryacht with an interior by Bannenberg and Rowell. The yard started the project in 

December and is expected to deliver the new yacht in June 2013. The builder is using 

a NASA-developed “friction-stir” welding process that generates less heat, yielding 

a large plate with uniform mechanical properties and much smoother construction. 

NASA has used this process to construct the Orion crew module at the Michoud 

assembly facility in New Orleans, La. 

Highlights of Heesen’s largest-ever build include “the really exciting beach club, which 

will be located beneath the pool. An ‘infinity loop’ floorplan [that] allows for neat 

zoning of spaces, with living and seating aft, dining forward and a free-standing bar 

positioned opposite a fireplace,” says Dickie Bannenberg.

Hull YN 16465 will accommodate 12 guests and 13 crewmembers. Two MTU 20V 

4000M 93L engines are expected to power the yacht to a 27-knot top speed and a 24-

knot cruise. At 14 knots, the vessel should have a 4,500-nm range.

More inforMation is available at heesenyachts.nl

Allied Marine opens in Newport 
Ferretti Group distributor heads north
The Ferretti Group’s main US distributor has opened a year-round office in Newport, R.I., 
to complement the current seasonal office in Sag Harbor. The new office will represent 
a cross section of the group’s brands including Ferretti Yachts, Pershing, Riva, Mochi Craft 
and CRN throughout Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Connecticut in addition to offering 
brokerage vessels.

for More inforMation, visit alliedMarine.coM

Triple-Play for 
Overmarine
Announcements 
highlight growth
At the Miami Boat Show 
in Febuary, Overmarine’s 
commercial director 
Francesco Frediani confirmed 
the Viareggio-based shipyard 
(best known as builders for 
the Mangusta brand) has 
diversified. Baglietto and 
Cantieri di Pisa are back, after 
a hiatus, operating under 
the umbrella of Overmarine. 
Previously, Overmarine 
primarily constructed fast and 
stylish open-style composite 
yachts ranging from 72' to 
165'—a 205-footer is also in 
the works. Baglietto is known 
for custom projects with an 
edge while Cantieri di Pisa 
boasts a full range of elegant 
flybridge yachts. 
The newly created group 

is, in many ways, the result 
of the financial crisis and its 
rippling effects in the marine 
industry. Another example 
is the recently reorganized 
Rodriguez Group—which 
exhibited an Italyachts vessel 
at the Yacht & Brokerage 
Show. Until recently, they 
were the exclusive dealer 
of the Mangusta brand 
in the United States, but 
Overmarine announced in 
February that Marine Max 
had been appointed as the 
company’s new representative 
in the American market.

visit overMarine.it  
for More inforMation
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Mulder expands
New yard and 
new order
Dutch builder Mulder Shipyard 
recently announced a new order 
for its newly designed Mulder 73 
Flybridge for an Australian client. 
Guido de Groot, who has designed 
many of Mulder’s charming Dutch-
inspired yachts, and Ginton Naval 
Architects collaborated on the 73' 
(22.3m) project, which will feature a 
20' beam and enough interior space 
for three ensuite staterooms as 
well as accommodations for three 
crewmembers. Two Caterpillar 1,150-
hp C18 engines will give the yacht 
a maximum speed of 22 knots, with 
a range of 3,200 nm at 9 knots. The 
project is scheduled for a mid-2012 
delivery. 
Expansion has been in the air at 

the Mulder shipyard for some time 
now, but its location near Amsterdam 
(bordered as it is by a residential 
area and a charming canal) would 
not allow it.  After several months 
of planning, Mulder is officially 
moving forward with a new facility 
six miles away in Zoeterwoude-
Rijndijk. The new yard will encompass 
75,347 square feet and focus on 
the maintenance, refit and new 
construction of yachts between 59' 
and 131'. It should be up and running 
in 2012, with the first new vessel 
launching in 2013. Mulder’s existing 
yard in Voorschoten will remain open 
and focus on smaller yachts.

For more inFormation, visit 
muldershipyard.nl

Mobile CEO joins SeaKeepers
A worthy cause for the journey
One of the International SeaKeepers Society’s newest supporters is California CEO Scott 
Leonard. The Leonard family—Scott, Mandi and three boys, ages 4 to 10—is embarking on 
a great adventure in June aboard their newly acquired 50' Lagoon catamaran. The family’s 
goal is to sell their sprawling California home and most of its contents, move onto the boat 
and sail around the world for three years. Leonard, who is a founding partner and financial 
strategist for Trovena LLC, a financial services firm, is not planning to take a sabbatical. Quite 
the opposite, actually. One of his goals in taking this journey is to prove that, with today’s 
technology, it is possible for excutives to be active in business and live their dream. He’s 
made it his mission to spread the word, has embraced the public persona of “The Mobile 
CEO” and even created a Facebook page and blogs to document the journey.

The Leonards, who both are sailors and certified divers, 
are concerned about the deteriorating health of the 
oceans. When they heard about SeaKeepers’ goals to 
provide the scientific community with free oceanographic 
and atmospheric data that may help curb the downward 
trend—or at least help understand the factors behind 
noticeable changes—they decided they had found a suitable 
philanthropic cause to support on their adventure. In Miami 
to promote and organize their upcoming trip, they also 
attended a SeaKeepers event aboard the Golden Shadow 
with other high-profile guests, including scientists and CBS 
commentator Mo Rocca. 
Part of the so-called “Golden Fleet,” the shadow vessel 

supports research for the Oceans Living Foundation and 
helps collect data for the scientific community at large, 
something the Leonards also hope to be able to do during 
their journey.

For more inFormation, visit seakeepers.org

Mandi and Scott Leonard flank 
SeaKeepers International Society’s 
CEO Dean Klevan
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Golf for a cause
Tournament benefits  
Make-A-Wish-Foundation
Our event partners at CSI Management and South Florida Opulence Magazine 
had great success with their first annual Golf Outing. The event benefited the 
Make-A-Wish-Foundation of Southern Florida whose president and CEO, Norm 
Wedderburn, was on hand to cheer the golfers on. Sixty seven players gathered 
bright and early in March to tee-off at Miami’s reknown Turnberry golf club. In 
addition to raising funds for a great cause and having fun in the sun, the winners 
took home trophies for the following achievements: 

	 FIRST	PLACE:	Pat Lawlor, Michael Jay, Michael McMahon
	 CLOSEST	TO	THE	PIN:	Jeff Gardner
	 LONGEST	DRIVE:	Kassandra Byme
	 STRAIGHTEST	DRIVE:	Mike Blann

CSI, South Florida Opulence Magazine and  Yachts International are planning a 
second event in October, shortly before the 2011 Fort Lauderdale International 
Boat Show. Stay tuned for more details.

For more inFormation about our events, 
contact karlene pack at karyachts@aol.com

The SWS Team: Phil Medico, George Platt, Charles Gusmano and Tony Badala

The recently redesigned Soffer Course at the Fairmont Turnberry Isle in Aventura

CSI’s Mark Blackburn joins first-place winners Michael Jay 
(left), Pat Lawlor and Mike McMahon (right)

First-place winner Mike McMahon 

Fairmont Turnberry Isle General Manager David Feder, Mark 
Blackburn and David Hammond

Matthew Marino, Paul Stockall, Lee Ferry and David Hammond on the green 
at Turnberry
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The owners of the 191' (58.2m) Carpe Diem took delivery of their yacht 
after successful sea trials and launch late last year. Naval architecture and 
styling credit go to Trinity Yacht’s Geoff van Aller. The yacht features a 
modern Carol Williamson & Associates interior.  
Carpe Diem boasts Trinity’s signature main-deck, split-level master suite 

and five staterooms to sleep a total of 12 guests. One of the staterooms 
also doubles as a gym.  Makassar ebony wall panels and ebonized cherry 
wood casework are used throughout creating a warm and welcoming 
décor. Creamy white ceilings, which contrast nicely with the dark wood, 
make the interior both sophisticated and comfortable.
The yacht sports a 19.5-knot top speed and a cruising speed of 17 

knots, thanks to two 3,384-hp Caterpillar engines. She achieves a 4,000-
nm range while cruising at 10 knots. Carpe Diem is classed under ABS 
Maltese Cross A1 Yachting Service, AMS and MCA.

Visit trinityyachts.com for more information

Icon Yachts and H2 Design concept
180' five-decker aims to be green
London-based H2 Yacht Design unveiled a concept created at the request of Icon 
Yachts, the Dutch shipyard which recently delivered Baton Rouge. The plans call for a 180’ 
(55m), five-deck steel-and-aluminum motoryacht built to both MCA Large Yacht Code 
II regulations and RINA Green Yacht Plus requirements. Aggressive crisp exterior styling 
combines curves with chamfers and sharp edges for a “visually stimulating” and “clutter-
free” exterior, says H2 owner and design director, Jonny Horsfield. 
The yacht will feature light and bright gathering spaces and a full-beam owner’s suite that 

sports recessed balconies. The VIP suite resides on the upper deck with four additional 
staterooms centered around a glass-sided staircase below, offering total accommodations 
for 12. A central glass-bottom pool surrounded by sun pads and a beach club with side 
balcony are sure to attract guests out of their comfortable staterooms. From here, guests 
will be able to access the water and a flotilla of personal watercraft, SeaBobs and tenders 
discretely hidden within this sleek exterior. This yacht should achieve a 15-knot top speed 
and, at cruising speed, will offer a range of 4,000 nautical miles.

for more information, Visit iconyachts.eu or h2yachtdesign.com

Trinity Yachts delivers its first 2011 hull 
191' Carpe Diem
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The Miami Boat Show experienced 
excellent weather this year, which 
contributed to an increasingly sunny outlook 
for the boating industry.  A few interesting 
debuts, including Marlow Yachts’ biggest 
yacht yet, the Marlow 97E, shown alongside 
the redesigned 57E; the stylish NISI 76 
(featured in the March/April issue of Yachts 
International), Hargrave’s new flagship 
Dreamer, IAG’s Primadonna (featured in 
this issue) and a slew of sexy European 

boats new to the US market from Princess 
Yachts, Sunseeker, Azimut, Sessa Marine 
and more helped entice potential buyers. 
Qualified leads and actual boat sales quickly 
brightened the overall mood. A couple of 
weeks after the show, reports were not 
evenly upbeat but decidedly improved. 
“Quality, not quantity” were oft-heard 

words. 
“During the Miami show, traffic was up 

around 45 percent over last year. This is 

not a sharp bounce back, but definitely a 
strong upturn. The quality of our visitors 
was strong,” said Eric Cashion, marketing 
director for Hatteras. The Carolina-based 
builder displayed several new models, 
including its very attractive GT Series at its 
usual location close to the fishing section on 
the north end of the show. Buyers came for 
these new models, but also looked at and 
bought a number of motoryachts.  
At the opposite end of the show, Australian 
builder Riviera—which had the southern 
most location—also showcased new 
models, including the 43 Open Flybridge 
(two of which sold) and the impressive 
5800 Sport Yacht with four staterooms (two 
sold at the show). “This was an extremely 
successful show for Riviera with overall 
enquiry and sales up over 200 percent 
from last year, further reinforcing Riviera’s 
reputation for quality and innovation, a 
tremendous achievement and a great start 
to 2011,” said Chris McCafferty, director of 
Riviera Yachts.  

2011MIAMI BOAT SHOW
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Q U A L I T Y 	A B OV E 	 Q U A N T I T Y
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Big news came from Lazzara Yachts as well. 
Just before the show, the Tampa-based 
builder announced the sale of one its stylish 
LSX 92 models and the arrival of new 
investors able to infuse the family-owned 
company with needed cash. Then, to make 
a good week great, two more LSX92s sold 
during the show. “Honestly I’m left a little 
speechless right now. Selling two LSX 92s 
in two days at the boat show, I’m ecstatic,” 
President Dick Lazzara said.
Miami newcomer J Craft reported the 

sale of four of its Torpedos. Ferretti made 
a strong showing in Miami as is customary, 
showcasing four models new to the United 
States and a total of 22 different models 
across its brands. 
“We had an outstanding show for each 

of the brands across the board. While 
attendance was consistent with last year’s, 
we saw a considerable increase in the 
amount of visitors from Latin America and 
the Caribbean by over 30 percent of the 
previous year in addition to an increase 
in US and European visitor traffic,” said 
Ferruccio Rossi, who manages Ferretti 
Group North America.
Westport Yacht Sales, showcasing its 

latest 130-footer, among other models, also 
reported robust activity with both new and 
brokerage boats.  
  The show seemed to remind customers 
that with summer vacations on the horizon, 
the market is full of attractive boats available 
for charter. Hargrave Custom Yachts—which 
had a large display with its brand new and 

impressive 136' Dreamer—saw renewed 
activity both on the sales and charter side, 
particularly during the first two days. 
“We got one offer accepted at the show 

and we are working on two more. Hooter 
Patrol picked up four charters at the show, 
which was another encouraging sign,” said 
Hargrave Custom Yachts’ Michael Joyce who 
remains cautious that outside forces can 
weaken customers’ confidence.
For a number of builders, both Miami 

and Dubai were luke warm. Unrest in 
the Middle East leading to newly inflated 
fuel prices has the potential to dampen 
enthusiasm. Still, it seems that we have 
finally turned a corner.

PHOTOS Forest Johnson and Eric Dallin
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I
n the day and age of nonstop multi-tasking, au-
tomation and Transformer films, the Pershing 80 
fits right in. The 80' (24.5m) yacht from Ferretti 
Group’s Pershing brand made its US debut in Fort 
Lauderdale in October, and the company revealed 
an updated model with the new signature Pershing 
color, pearly white, in Miami. Besides its decadent 
paint job, the Pershing 80 also features some nifty 
transformable features that will entice go-go gadget 
fans and performance-yacht enthusiasts alike. 
The most visible and enticing multi-purpose fixture 

takes center stage on the aft deck. A large shaded sun 
pad sits under the retractable hardtop bimini, giving 
guests the option of lounging under cover or basking 
in the sun. At the touch of a button, the center of the 
pad lifts up, transforming the sun pad into a dining 
table. The cushion from what has become the table 
then moves to the bench seating, and voilà—alfresco 
dining. An adjacent barbecue grill and bar complete 
the package. 

TRANSFORMER 

STORY Danielle Cutler | PHOTOS Pershing

Pershing 80

HEADSTURNS
A racy design, 
cool paint job, 
performance-
driven package 
and transformable 
features make this 
80' Pershing model 
a winner for the 
American market.
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As if that isn’t cool enough on its own, the multi-panel 
glass door separating indoor and outdoor spaces has 
some hidden tricks as well. The side panels framing the 
sun pad both open to create two walkways between the 
interior and exterior spaces. Hosting an ondeck party? 
Press a button and the glass panels now stacked in the 
middle retreat into the lower deck (alongside the bulk-
head between the engine room and accommodations) to 
create one large open alfresco expanse with a bar. 
In spite of its hard top, the Pershing group still calls the 

80 an open yacht. And, truthfully, they’re right. In ad-
dition to the disappearing glass wall aft, a large sunroof 
provides full sunshine and sea breezes throughout the 
main and lower decks. In beautiful weather, keep it all 

wide open. In stifling heat or torrential rain, close it all 
up for climate-controlled comfort, but maintain great 
views through the large main-deck windows. 
Beneath the sun pad on the aft deck sits a surprisingly 

large tender garage. Space there accommodates a tender 
and a Jet Ski, both easily launched thanks to a tilting 
ramp. As an added bonus the garage door opens without 
disrupting the sun worshipping on the sun pads above.
For a change of scenery, guests have the option to sun-

bathe on the forward sun pads. Here guests will find 
terrific views and a South Beach-like retractable bimini 
reminiscent of a poolside cabana. A U-shaped settee 
provides seating for additional sunbathers or an eve-
ning cocktail party.

DEBUT

ABOVE:  The aft 
glass-panel door fully 
retracts for a wide-
open aft-deck-to-
cockpit living space; a 
roof above the sunpad 
provides shade or 
retracts for full sun; 
and the sun pad easily 
converts to an alfresco
dining space
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Pershing appeals to performance-lovers with an eye for 
design, and the 80 will not disappoint. This model tops 
out at 45-plus knots (depending on sea conditions or 
load) and, thanks to its smooth ride, fun-loving owners 
can pour a glass of wine at 36 knots, not spill a drop and 
still maintain a conversation. With the doors closed, the 
decibel level at maximum speed allows for quiet chat. 
All that said, Pershing points out that the real appeal 

is the 80’s ability to stay on plane at slow speeds—15 
knots—which really gives it stability under choppy 
conditions. This is good news because, at this size, the 
owners are often the operators of their yachts. With 
that in mind, Pershing offers a two-week training 
course for its owners.
Inside the three- or four-cabin layout, Pershing used 

Poltrona Frau leather from Italy on the sofa, the helm 
chairs and the details in each cabin. Light wood, lots of 
natural light and sleek Italian styling dictate the mood 

belowdecks. Down the stairs off the salon sit the crew 
quarters and the galley. The 80 can accommodate eight 
guests in four staterooms and two crewmembers in two 
cabins. 
If you want to talk power, the Pershing 80 offers two 

different engine versions: twin 1,948-hp MTU M94 
engines paired with a new Sea Rex ZF propulsion sys-
tem, with speeds up to 43 knots, or twin 2,400-hp 
MTU engines for a top speed of up to 48 knots (the 
preferred engine package for this model).
Pershing launched the 80 line in Europe in 2008, but 

(following usual Pershing protocol) didn’t introduce it in 
the States until fall 2010, after the brand had worked out 
any possible kinks. And based on the two hulls of the 80 
displayed at the recent boat shows, it does appear that 
this line is ready for the Americas.
Whether you are a Transformer enthusiast or more the 

James Bond fan, the Pershing 80 hits the mark. ■ 

BELOW:  Light woods, 
sleek styling and loads 
of natural light define 
the living and sleeping 
spaces. Poltrona Frau 
leather gives sofas and 
details added depth
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For more information, visit 
PERSHING-YACHT.COM

Pershing 80 LOA: 80'5" (24.5m)
BEAM: 18'1" (5.5m)
DRAFT (FULL LOAD): 4'7" (1.4m)
DISPLACEMENT (FULL LOAD): 

133,710 lb. (60.65 tn)

MATERIAL: fiberglass
FUEL CAPACITY: 1,572 gal. (5,950L)
FRESHWATER CAPACITY:  

343 gal. (1,300L)
ENGINES: 2 x MTU 12V 2,000*

PROPULSION: 2 x ZF SeaRex 140S
RANGE: 350nm 
BUILDER: Pershing Yachts 
(Ferretti Group)

ABOVE:  A cabana-style sun 
bed on the foreward deck 
harks back to a Nikki Beach 
lounger (left); a huge sun-
roof above the helm brings 
the sunshine in (top right); 
comfortable Italian-leather 
helm chairs provide easy 
access to the top-notch 
navigation equipment



Marco Island, Florida

Gulfcoast Mansion

MARIA COORDS
239.682.8321 • mcoords@kw.com
mariacoordsluxuryhomes.com

Greystone Manor lies nestled within the fringe of Robert’s Bay; a protected
cove where yachts navigate with the Gulf only minutes away. The famed
inlet known as Marco is the largest of Florida’s Ten Thousand Barrier
Islands and just two hours west of the international city of Miami, minutes
from trendy Naples and 4 hours by water to exotic Key West.

Situated on nearly 3 acres of lush tropical gardens with 190 feet of
bay frontage, this stunning estate boasts 20,000 square feet. The grand
salon is 52 feet square—perfect for lavish entertaining—the dining room
seats 24, the formal gourmet kitchen offers Viking appliances; also included
are a tennis court, yacht-size dock, secluded pool and spa. The staff quarters
has a separate entrance and its own kitchen. A private airport is only 10
minutes away.

Here you will find a taste of the tropics with a small-town feeling.
The best of all worlds—alluring white sandy beaches, world-class golf, great
fishing, entertainment, and more than 70 restaurants all within 4 miles.

Explore its sole uniqueness, find out why it’s the most prestigious
estate on Marco Island.

Yours for $12.9 million; available furnished.
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ON THE COVER

STORY Jill Bobrow PHOTOS, COVER Jim Raycroft, 
REMEMBER WHEN Stephen Cridland 

PORTRAIT Zolten Prepszent

J                             ohn Rosatti is a businessman who has 
all the trappings of success. He enjoys his snazzy wheels on 
terra firma and his Gulfstream G4 in the friendly skies, but 
his overriding passion is the sea and boats. A few months ago, 
he owned three of them: a 2008 74' Viking Sport Fish Open 
Bridge and two motoryachts, the 2005 157’ Nice N’ Easy and 
the 2010 162' Remember When, both of which were built at 
Christensen Shipyard in Vancouver, Wash. As  is  often the 
case with buying, building and selling, the new yacht was 
delivered before the old one was sold, but luckily, Mark El-
liott of International Yacht Collection was able to sell Nice 
N’ Easy in a scant two months, a testament to both Elliott 
and the quality of the boat. Rosatti’s three yachts gracing our 
cover were photographed off Miami Beach near Fisher Island, 
where Rosatti enjoys spending time with his family. 
I caught up with John Rosatti aboard Remember When in 

Fort Lauderdale, shortly after his brisk morning power walk. 
Rosatti, a ruggedly handsome man in his 60s, sports a peren-

 “JOHN
                          ROSATTI, 
        THEMAN                  
               AND  HIS   
                  BOATS”The successful entrepreneur who until recently owned 

the three boats on our cover reveals how boating has 
been the glue that held the family together.

A rejuvenated 
John Rosatti 
poses aboard 
his latest yacht
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 “JOHN
                          ROSATTI, 
        THEMAN                  
               AND  HIS   
                  BOATS”

Before selling Nice N’ Easy, Rosatti owned three 
boats, seen here running side by side in Miami
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nial tan and speaks with a soft, gravely voice. He ap-
pears a bit serious at first, but the shell dissolves eas-
ily as he breaks into an engaging smile. He exudes an 
old-world charm—his cell phone plays a couple bars of 
“New York, New York,” before he picks up. He is defi-
nitely more Frank Sinatra than Snoop Dogg. He is also 
on a new health kick that includes exercising, eating re-
sponsibly and cutting his calories from drinking to zero. 
He shakes his head and admits, “It was getting so bad, 
and I couldn’t tie my shoes!” He now has a new lease on 
life. Having lost 50 pounds, he says he feels good and is 
determined to maintain his new regimen. This is a chal-
lenge given the fact that he spends a lot of time aboard 
Remember When, is invested in four restaurants and food 
is a big part of his Italian family culture. Crewed luxury 
yachts are not the easiest place to diet. His onboard chef 
is top notch and eager to create gourmet dishes, but Ro-
satti says, “My chef is now trained to prepare bland food 
for me.” We then joked about how he really meant to 
say “spa” food. I commented that he must have a lot 
of willpower. He shakes his head and smiles resignedly, 

“Not really, but I want to live a long time.” His beloved 
wife, Bonni, mother of his three children, died tragically 
in a car accident in 2000. In the last decade, he has had 
to negotiate running a demanding business and being 
a hands-on, full-time single father. He credits his sis-
ter, Dorothy, and mother, Angelina, for helping him 
out with child–rearing over the years. Sadly, his mother 
passed away last summer. 
Family has always been central to Rosatti. He was raised 

Catholic by third-generation Italian parents in the Flat-
bush area of Brooklyn, NY. His father was a city worker 
and his mother was a seamstress. While family finances 
were modest, he was raised with love and imbued with a 
strong sense of faith and community. Large, traditional 
Sunday dinners were the bastion of his upbringing. A 
strong work ethic was also instilled in him. He picked 
up pocket money making deliveries on his bicycle when 
he was 11, and he garnered his mechanical skills at an 
early age. “I started rebuilding cars with my father in 
the backyard when I was 15. When I was 16, I worked 
at a local corner store where a fellow worker inspired 
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ABOVE:  A closer look 
at Remember When 
reveals attention to 
stylish comfort; a touch 
of art Deco and a 
foyer with beautiful 
stone work done by 
the Christensen crafts-
men accent the main 
salon, set for convivial 
conversation
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me to take the money I had saved and invest in a dump 
truck and become an independent contractor. In 1968, 
I opened an auto body shop in Brooklyn, which lead me 
to get into the auto dealership industry in 1972.” 
Rosatti has maintained a connection to his roots and 

to people from his past. In fact, he and former neigh-
borhood buddy, John Staluppi, began tinkering with 
cars and boats as teenagers. Rosatti worked hard and 
he played hard. In 1976, Rosatti and Staluppi began 
racing Cigarettes, competing in the Benihana races all 
over the country. Their combined technical and nautical 
know-how paid off, and though they never came in first, 
they did win a few trophies. Moreover, they cemented a 
friendship that led to a business partnership in Millenni-
um Super Yachts, a company dedicated to building fast, 
lightweight flashy-looking boats. One of the last yachts 
built by Millennium was a Frank Mulder-designed 
140-footer called The World Is Not Enough—the goal was 
for this semi-displacement boat to hit a top speed of 70 

knots. She was pretty darn fast, but that magic number 
was never quite achieved. 
In 2000, Rosatti moved from New York to South 

Florida, principally to devote himself to raising his three 
children. He sold off a large portion of his car dealer-
ships but maintained Plaza Auto Mall, which has been 
running successfully for more than 30 years. Now his 
eldest daughter, Angela, and son, Adam, are in college 
and Crystal, the youngest, is about to enter her freshman 
year in the fall. Rosatti becomes animated when discuss-
ing his kids and their accomplishments. In some ways, 
boating has been the glue that held him and his family 
together. Being aboard a boat is an intimate way to con-
nect with teenagers in particular. After all, when you are 
anchored off the Bahamas, it is hard to grab the keys to 
the car and drive away. 
Rosatti really likes to use his boats. They do not sit at a 

dock. He cruised Nice N’ Easy over to Europe in 2007. 
And after taking delivery of Remember When, he took 

ABOVE:  Rosatti and 
his kids: A champagne 
toast is a must to 
celebrate the launch 
of the lastest yacht; 
Rosatti uses his boats 
quite a bit; he is com-
fortable  on the Jet Ski 
but also likes relaxing 
on the aft deck
BELOW: While most 
dining takes place 
on deck, there is an 
elegant dining area 
adjacent to the main 
salon
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three months off and traveled 5,500 miles with his fami-
ly, cruising the West Coast of the United States and then 
on through the Panama Canal to Florida. He even lived 
aboard last summer. “My kids come and go depending 
on their schedules, and they bring friends with them. We 
go frequently to the Bahamas to snorkel and fish. On 
Nice N’ Easy, we went up to New York, to Sag Harbor 
and to the City where I own a slip at North Cove Ma-
rina, and then we cruised around New England.” 
Clearly, there are similarities between Nice N’ Easy and 

Remember When. Rosatti says he enjoyed the layout of 
Nice’ N Easy, which he bought from the previous owner. 
It was built in 2005 for an experienced yachtsman and 
launched under the name Liquidity. Rosatti says, “I had 
a very positive experience with the Christensen, so I de-
cided to stick with them. I am a fan of composite con-
struction and feel the maintenance costs are lower than 
metal boats.” 
Joe Foggia, president of Christensen, and his wife, Judy, 

were aboard Remember When while I was conducting 
my interview. It is obvious that their relationship with 
Rosatti has transcended an ordinary builder/owner af-
filiation. They certainly have a tremendous rapport and 
respect for each other, but they also seem to have bonded 

as genuine friends. Foggia says, “John Rosatti has been 
an ideal customer for Christensen. He is someone who 
is really a user of his boats, so we have gained invaluable 
feedback, both positive and constructive criticism, on all 
aspects of our product. We are proud of our relationship 
with John. We feel we are good friends.”
Remember When has many of the same elements as Nice 

N’ Easy. The exterior styling by Christensen has their sig-
nature raised forward full-shear bulwark. The layout is 
roughly the same, main salon, dining area on the main 
deck with a master suite forward, a VIP and four guest 
cabins. However, with the length of the boat extended 
by five feet, everything is a bit more spacious. The sun 
deck is six feet wider and nine feet longer, allowing the 
yacht to carry two Harley Davidsons and two Vespas. 
The hot tub on this deck is centerline with barstool seat-
ing around it—an idea of Rosatti’s. The classic Carol 
Williamson Associates interior features book-matched 
black walnut paneling throughout. The exquisite custom 
stonework was crafted in-house by Christensen. The styl-
ing of the wheelhouse windows is a departure from the 
old boat. Remember When boasts vertical windows and 
Nice N’Easy features raked windows. Christensen first 
implemented vertical windows on Casino Royale, which 

ON THE COVER

ABOVE: An active own-
er and his guests need 
to get rest; Remember 
When’s master suite 
and the VIP king-size 
stateroom, located one 
deck below, feature 
very similar comfort 
and relaxing color 
schemes as well as per-
fect sound insulation
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coincidentally, was built by Staluppi (but has since been 
sold). Also new to Remember When is a Dynamic Posi-
tioning and Hold at Anchor system by UK-based Ocean 
Yacht Systems (OYS) and Navis maneuvering and con-
trol system. Christensen’s in-house team worked closely 
with OYS to devise a system using bow and stern thrust-
ers of 100 hp apiece that are linked to Remember When’s 
GPS system. This permits the captain to keep the yacht 
close to a specific setting. It’s also capable of pushing the 
yacht along at upward of three knots. Since the stern 
thruster extends about four feet below the yacht’s bot-
tom when the system is engaged, Christensen and OYS 
took other steps to ensure safety. The thruster retracts 
once the yacht hits five knots of vessel speed. Remember 
When is powered by twin MTU 12V 4000 series en-
gines, cruises comfortably at 12 knots, but tops out at 
17.5 knots. She is fully classified and certified to ABS 
(Maltese Cross) A1-AMS & MCA Unlimited Cruising. 
And unlimited cruising is what Rosatti has in mind. 
Rosatti is a hands-on owner who enjoys taking the 

helm, plus he understands the nitty gritty. He is still in-
volved with his various businesses, but it seems he is at a 
stage of his life where he wants to take the time to smell 
the roses. Nonetheless, he also likes to keep up with his 
diversified interests: cars, planes and boats. And, diet 

aside, he also likes restaurants; he is currently in invested 
in four: DeVito in South Beach; two Vic & Angelo’s, one 
in Palm Beach Gardens, the other in Delray Beach; and 
The Office, a gastropub, also in Delray Beach. Maybe 
because those are running successfully, he needs some-
thing else to do. He recently he became involved with a 
chain of high-end burger places, called Burgifi that will 
be offered for franchise— “burgification of the nation,” 
he pronounces with a laugh. 
In addition to business, boats and burgers, Rosatti is 

dedicated to several charitable organizations, the Ameri-
can Heart Association/North Palm Beach Heart Ball, 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Broward County and the GP 
Foundation for cancer research (founded in part by De-
nise Rich, owner of another Christensen, Lady Joy). His 
largest donation to date was a $1 million gift to the Ben-
jamin School in North Palm Beach to fund the Rosatti 
Administrative/Library and Media Center, which was 
named in honor of his late wife, Bonni. 
What’s next? Well, I am betting it is not the tofu-cation 

of the nation. Rosatti, however, did mention something 
about a new 175-footer on the horizon. Despite his 
yacht being called a nostalgic Remember When, Rosatti is 
happily looking forward to a bright healthy future and as 
is his proclivity, he can always say, “I did it my way.” ■

BELOW:  Rosatti 
provided input for a 
few changes, including 
a larger sundeck on 
Remember When than 
Nice N’ Easy, which al-
lows him to bring along 
two Harleys and two 
Vespas along with the 
Jet Skis he likes to race
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STORY Jill Bobrow  | PHOTOS Thierry Ameller, Duncan Hipkin,  
Dana Jinkins, Rick Tomlinson amd Rodney Waters

          THEY 
  CALL 
THE WIND

MARIEMarie combines 
traditional aesthetics 
with a twist. She is a 
modern yacht with 
classic hull design. 
Sensational sheer, 

long bow and stern 
overhangs, sweeping 
teak decks and sleek 

low profile invoke 
the “Golden Age of  

Yachting.” 
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eart and Soul is probably the first tune you master as a beginning pianist. Even if 
you never advance to Mozart, those catchy notes linger in your fingertips for a lifetime 
and you can conjure them on the keyboard when you are 60 with the same alacrity as 
you could when you were six. The magnificent Marie personifies heart and soul—she 
was conceived with love and a profound sense of purpose and spirit. This lovely yacht 
was built, operated and owned by the Bosarge Family Office, a business enterprise in 
Houston, Texas, where Ed and Marie Bosarge are directors. She is a yacht to stand the 
test of time. “It is likely most of today’s ultra-modern sailing yachts over 50 meters will 
be outdated in 20 years,” designer Andre Hoek remarks. Not Marie. Her classic hull 
design with sensational sheer, long bow and stern overhangs, sweeping teak decks and 
sleek low profile invoke the “Golden Age of Yachting.” Moreover, she combines tradi-
tional aesthetics with a twist.“Marie embodies tradition and romance, but she is also 
a modern, comfortable high performance yacht,” says Ed Bosarge. Marie, launched in 
the summer of 2010, evoked a heart-throbbing response last September at the Monaco 
Yacht Show and continued to woo onlookers in the Caribbean last winter. Marie is, by 
anyone’s standards, an enormously captivating yacht. 
It is patently clear to me that she was conceived and built with passion and precision. 

Built on time, on budget and delivered on schedule in merely two years—a remark-
ably short period of time for a yacht of her size and complexity—she represents the best H
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possible confluence of a well-honed team. Naval architect 
Andre Hoek Design, builder Vitters Shipyard, interior 
designer David Easton Interiors and owner’s representa-
tive Nigel Ingram of MCM all agree that this build went 
remarkably smoothly. It was Jody O’Brien, a broker with 
Fraser Yachts and a trusted friend of Ed Bosarge for more 
than 30 years, who had the perspicacity to put this team 
together. O’Brien sold Ed his 115' yacht, Tenacious. One 
day, as the story goes, the Bosarges were merrily sailing 
aboard Tenacious with a group of friends known as the 
“Divas” making music belowdecks, as they often did. 
Marie Bosarge, a jazz singer and an actress, and her hus-
band support the Divas World, an organization devoted 
to “enriching lives through the integration of music and 
thought.” The non-profit group provides scholarships to 
budding young musicians and presents free public perfor-
mances, engaging local artists and renowned individuals 

from a wide range of disciplines, including authors, scien-
tists, mathematicians, psychologists and even astronauts.
When cruising, the Divas engage in daily improvi-

sational music sessions that often culminate in a full-
blown concert at the end of the week. Aboard Tenacious 
that day, the musical group began to feel thwarted be-
cause they only had access to a keyboard. “The sailing 
yacht Marie was conceived because we needed a large 
enough environment for a Steinway baby grand piano,” 
Borsage says.
They continued to enjoy Tenacious  until one day in 

2007, the Bosarges caught a glimpse of the gorgeous 
180' Vitters yacht Adèle. They considered buying her, 
but the owner had no interest in selling. Plan B was for 
the Bosarges to build their dream yacht at Vitters in Hol-
land using Adèle’s hull as a point of departure. Bosarge 
is quick to point out that while the hull is the same, the 

ABOVE: The upper 
salon with service bar 
is a few steps down 
from the cockpit. A 
multi-faceted mirrored 
skylight illuminates the 
formal dining room
BELOW: Nigel Ingram 
from MCM and 
designer Andre Hoek 
were part of the 
design team. Arma-
ments and artifacts are 
integral to the interior 
décor OPPOSITE:  The 
main salon paneled in a 
buttery anigré features 
a Steinway baby grand 
piano
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two yachts are most definitely not sisterships. Vitters and 
Hoek agree that Marie is not only different from Adèle 
but also quite singular among today’s modern classics. 
Unlike some other beautiful modern classics built in the 
last eight years, she is not a heavy displacement yacht but 
is comparatively lightweight. “All yachts are driven by 
their owners—what they want out of a build and what 
they are willing to put into the build,” Ingram says. Bo-
sarge’s favorite expression during the build was that he 
wanted the boat to be “cutting edge, not bleeding edge.” 
He wanted a safe, stable yacht capable of cruising around 
the world, but at the same time, he wanted it to sail fast. 
Ingram says that “aluminum alloy in the hull is a lot bet-
ter than it was five years ago and makes for a light but 
strong hull.” As owner’s rep he reiterates that there was 
no compromise in safety in favor of speed. “Onboard 
systems have evolved in part due to MCA regulations 

but also because builders don’t want to keep repairing 
them.” Hoek says that a lot of thought went into elec-
trics, generator systems, hydraulics and a new steering 
system. Marie is a yacht that needs no comparison to 
any other, but what is important to this build story is the 
evolution that took place in the five years since Adèle was 
built. Marie boasts a vast diversified deck layout, an inte-
rior geared for concerts and state-of-the-art rigging. Ma-
rie’s hull, masts and boom are painted a polished high-
gloss black. Bosarge says he had to convince Hoek of an 
untraditional black mast, and while Hoek had concerns 
over heat absorption, he eventually came around. The 
spars are built using hybrid modulus carbon fiber and 
the standing rigging is made from PBO fiber. According 
to Hoek, this lighter weight rigging versus rod rigging 
improves on the righting moment of the yacht and the 
masts stiffness and stability. Also instead of slab reefing, 

ABOVE: In the spirit 
of the pirate theme, 
the owner gifted the 
build team with a 
set of antique arma-
ments. Marie’s salon 
has proved to be an 
acoustically successful 
concert hall 
BELOW: Captain Wes 
Cooper at the helm
OPPOSITE: Exquisite 
under sail, Marie’s black 
spinnaker and black 
spars provide a distinc-
tive sight from afar
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Marie sports an easier in-boom furling system. 
Hoek, Hamming and Ingram all concur that because 

they had worked on two previous builds together (Adèle 
and Erica), Marie benefited from a natural progression 
and improvement of systems. Ruurt Meulemans, tech-
nical director and partner in Hoek Designs, and Vitters’ 
project manager Eric Bos were hands-on during all three 
yacht builds. This was another plus in the efficiency of the 
build. As the saying goes, “third time’s a charm.” Whereas, 
Adèle’s hull was subcontracted, Vitters built Marie’s hull in 
house, giving the yard a lot more control over how the rest 
of the boat came together. Hoek says, “The exterior styling 
and details, went to a higher level, for example, with the 
joinery, the sides of the deckhouse have a solid edge which 
is rounded out and looks fantastic but is an imperceptible 
improvement to the untrained eye,” says Hoek. Also, one 
can’t see it, but the way the windows were placed was a 
new and improved method. The cockpit tables are better 
and more solid, and the additional outboard bench seats 
on either side of the cockpit, similar to those on old pas-
senger liners, enhance the deck space. 
Everyone has a learning curve, and with Marie, the qual-

ity level has been ramped up. During the Superyacht 
Challenge Regatta in Antigua in late January, Marie’s 
captain, Wes Cooper, put the mizzen staysail up in 22 to 
25 knots of wind, which would have been impossible on 

some sailing yachts. At one point, I saw the speed indica-
tor flashing 18 knots. Allegro! We were cranking and the 
motion felt great as the hull sliced through 12-foot waves.  
Sailing is very much like music. There are highs and 

lows, and sometimes there is a frenzied crescendo. We 
had a well-orchestrated day. There were 32 of us aboard 
and no one was in anyone else’s way. The choreography 
of the deck space welcomes crowds, whether sailing or 
partying. 
Regarding the deck layout and interior, it was Bosarge’s 

idea not to have a forward deckhouse and to extend the 
main deckhouse five feet over the lower salon, which cre-
ated a dramatically open and expansive interior salon. 
“The flow of the boat from cockpit down to the upper 
salon and farther down to the lower salon is like a water-
fall. Everything is in rhythm and dances together,” says 
interior designer, David Easton. Many of today’s yachts 
are “overdone and hyperventilating, while Marie’s inte-
rior is anything but. She is light and contemporary with a 
warm honey-colored anigré that has a visual texture but is 
light clean and modern. Marie is a comfortable boat, both 
physically and visually,” he says. Easton’s firm designed all 
the furniture, sofas, tables and chairs to be in concert with 
each other. Marie Bosarge helped with fabrics and colors 
and added her personal touches in all areas, including the 
salons, the master suite and the three guest cabins.

BELOW: There are 
four lovely double 
staterooms including a 
luxurious master suite 
that boasts a steam 
room, lounge, office 
and private cockpit
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 Easton and Hoek enjoyed a great working relationship. 
They worked closely on the VIP and dining room’s beau-
tiful skylights, with Easton adding mirrors to the multi-
dimensional Hoek design. Easton speaks affectionately 
about Bosarge, likening him to an eccentric 19th century 
English gentleman. Bosarge, a Texan, admits to being 
fascinated with European armaments, armor and can-
nons. He enjoys recounting the history of the art and 
artifacts that he personally obtained. Easton considers 
the cannons sculptures. But Bosarge has a rambunctious 
playful streak and he likes to fire them off at sunset. 
Friendly fire, mind you. Marie’s homeport is “Bloody 
Bay” and Bosarge designated a pirate motif, including a 
vivid red and black color scheme, for Marie. 
Bosarge is a mathematician. He can spout off ratios and 

loads with the best of them. But he also has a healthy 
balance of left brain, not the least of which may be his 
romantic and creative partnership with his wife Marie. 
His good friend and neighbor, Dr. Dan, who was along 
for the sail in Antigua, compares Bosarge to Jules Verne. 
While in his science fiction, Verne talked about a nuclear 
sub, Bosarge talks about new energy and about creating a 
self-sustaining island in the Bahamas, running on wind 

and solar power and ammonia. By all accounts, Bosarge 
is a man who has the respect of colleagues, friends, fam-
ily and employees. Louis Hamming from Vitters says he 
was an excellent owner to work with. “He is a man who 
recognizes the worth of people and leaves them to do 
their job without micromanaging them. He lets experts 
run with their expertise.”  
Marie for her part is gracious, charming and talented. 

She is an accomplished jazz singer and actress. She is 
also very humble and unpretentious. Right after they 
took delivery of Marie, the couple held a christening 
party in the historic port of Antibes. Friends attended 
from around the world. The Divas group produced an 
amazing concert on board with the famed New Orleans 
Delfeayo Marsalis jazz band. Up to 50 people went for 
a day sail each day, with a live concert on board at all 
times, while guests were taking trips up the rig in the 
elevator/ crow’s nest while sailing at 8.5 knots, under 
calm Mediterranean seas with 7 knots of wind.
“Heart and Soul” is not “Chopsticks.” Marie is not like 

any other yacht. Aboard Marie there is no score to settle; 
she is in concert with the sea and will no doubt strike a 
chord with all who are lucky enough to experience her. ■

ABOVE: A level above 
their bedroom, the 
owners have an office 
and day bed. Their pri-
vate cockpit with direct 
access to their suite, 
provides a comfortable 
place to enjoy a morn-
ing coffee
BELOW: A suit of 
armor graces the art 
collection; Louis Ham-
ming from Vitters; Nigel 
Ingram making a point; 
all deck hardware 
doubles as sculpture; 
Ed and Marie hamming 
it up—obviously, they 
love their yacht!
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Contacts: 
VITTERS.COM

HOEKDESIGN.COM

DAVIDEASTONINC.COM

For charter contact: 
CHARTERFLORIDA@FRASERYACHTS.COM

180' Vitters
Marie

RIG: Ketch
LOA: 180' (54.86m)
BEAM: 31' (9.45m)
DRAFT: 16' (4.88m)
INTERIOR DESIGNER:  
Hoek Design/David Easton
NAVAL ARCHITECT:  
Hoek Design Naval Architects BV
OWNER’S REPRESENTATIVE:  
Nigel Ingram/MCM

HULL CONSTRUCTION: Aluminum
ENGINES AND GENERATORS: 
1 x Caterpillar C32 1,100hp  
@ 2,100rpm
2 x Northern Lights Generators  
@ 67kW
THRUSTERS: Hydraulic 125-hp swing
FUEL CAPACITY: 7,443 gal. (28,100L)
KEEL STEPPED: carbon fiber masts 
with in furling booms

MAINMAST: 204' (62.1m)
SAIL INVENTORY: main, mizzen, yankee, 
staysail and 2 spinnakers
BALLAST: 77 tons
FUEL CONSUMPTION: 18 gallons/hr
GROSS TONS: 298 GT
CRUISING SPEED: 10 to 12 knots under 
power; up to 17+ knots under sail
BUILDER: Vitters, 2010

*Original dimensions are provided in the metric system

ABOVE: From bow to stern, 
Marie’s beautiful teak decks 
are uncluttered. The cen-
tral cockpit is well laid out 
for lounging, alfresco dining 
and conversation



The Freedom You Savor

We understand the thing you love about owning a yacht is the lifestyle that comes along 
with it—the freedom to explore the world at your pace, the panoramas you take in, the 
company you meet and keep. From new builds to new voyages, Marsh helps you enjoy it all 
by creating customized insurance solutions that address your needs from stem to stern. And 
with the strength of Marsh behind you, you’ll have access to a range of carrier choices and 
service around the globe, so you can roam as you please. 

www.marshpcs.com
877-MMC-AHOY
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IT ALL BEGAN 
        WITH 
       (RICHARD)  BERTRAM 

Bertram celebrates its 50th 

anniversary this year with a 

big bash titled “The Blast 

to the Past” on April 29 

and 30 at the Biscayne 

Bay Marriott in Miami. 

To mark this momentous 

occasion, we look back at the 

history behind one of  the 

most ubiquitous names in 

powerboating and the man 

who started it all. 

STORY Forest Johnson PHOTOS Bertram

FROM LEFT: The 
original Moppie was 
a prototype and was 
all open; Dick Ber-
tram lent his name 
to a boatbuilder 
now 50 years strong; 
the Bertram 540, 
at right, is the most 
recent model to 
see the light at the 
original Miami-based 
Bertram factory

STORY 
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On a windy July morning in Newport, RI, in 1958, Richard “Dick” 
Bertram stood in awe of what he had just witnessed. A 23-footer 
holding its own in a rough ocean caught this avid boater’s eye. This 
chance encounter helped change the boating industry forever. 
Bertram, a competitive sailor, was in Newport for the America’s 

Cup trials. At that time he owned a large Miami-based yacht broker-
age firm, which he had started in 1947 in a one-room office. 
Boating was more than a business to Bertram, it was a part of his life 

from an early age. The East Orange, NJ, native was eight years old 
when he got his first boat—a 15' Sneakbox—and entered his first race, 
on Barnegat Bay, when he was 10. Racing became one of his favorite 
pastimes. While attending Cornell University, he founded the Cornell 
Corinthian Yacht Club, which won intercollegiate sailing titles in 1936 
and 1937. After moving to Miami, he continued sailing, winning the 
World Lightning Class championships in 1948 and 1949. He helped 
sail the Finisterre to victory in the 1956 Newport-to-Bermuda “Ocean 
Race,” a 635-mile race, considered one of the world’s toughest competi-
tions. He won it again in 1958 and in 1960, earning a reputation as a 
capable deep-water racing contender.
His love for competition wasn’t limited to sailing. In 1956, he teamed 

up with two ex-WWII Air Force pilots, race-car promoter Sherman F. 
“Red” Crise and Miami boatyard owner Sam Griffith to create a 185-

mile offshore powerboat race from Miami to Nassau. The “World’s 
Most Rugged Ocean Race” featured a treacherous course across the 
Gulf Stream from Miami to Cat Cay and the “Tongue of the Ocean” 
between Chub Cay and Nassau. 
Griffith, considered the father of modern offshore racing, and 

Bertram won the 1956 inaugural Miami-to-Nassau race in a 
 wooden 34' Chris-Craft. They finished in more than nine hours, 
averaging less than 20mph.They repeated their victory in a wooden 
35' Enterprise the following year, this time taking almost 11 hours 
to finish in 30-knot winds and blinding rain. 
While in Rhode Island on July 16, 1958, Bertram, who was in charge 

of the foredeck crew on a 12-meter Vim in that year’s America’s Cup 
contest, noticed a 23' runabout gently whisking around the 6- to 
8-foot seas and 20-knot winds at the start of the Newport trials. 
Bertram recounted the event in his book, “The  Deep-Vee Story.” 

“This little 23-footer stopped every sailor in the fleet in his tracks. No 
one had ever seen a powerboat performance to approach it…I made 
a mental note to corner Ray after the race and get to the bottom of 
this amazing exhibition,” he wrote.
Thoroughly intrigued, Bertram sought out the designer of this re-

markable little craft—C. Raymond Hunt. An innovative designer 
who doodled on an envelope the famous Boston Whaler hull (for 
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which he was later credited), Hunt had designed this 23' Hunter as a 
tender to the 12-meter Easterner. The 1958 America’s Cup contender 
also was his design.
Hunt’s high-deadrise, “deep-V” hull bottom (a variation of a 1903 

deep-V design attributed to American engineer E.W. Graef ) extend-
ed the length of the boat rather than flattening it out near midship. 
It also featured longitudinal “strakes” to help provide lift and throw 
spray away from the boat, keeping the deck dry. Bertram figured this 
deep-V hull design just might be the answer to a faster, smoother, 
more efficient pleasure-boat hull. So he contacted Hunt after the 
races and commissioned a set of plans for a boat of his own. In 1960, 
using Hunt’s plans, Bertram built a 30' wooden deep-V-bottom boat 
as a utility boat, which he named Moppie, after his wife Pauline, who 
got the nickname as a child.
In a casual conversation, Bertram told Griffith about his new 

 Moppie, and the latter suggested this might be just what they needed 
to recapture their winning streak. The pair had lost the 1959 Miami-
Nassau race to a 27' prototype fiberglass boat. 
Although powerboat racing already was a popular sport, most races 

were lake regattas, which were kind to the smaller, flat-bottomed 
boats in use then. However, these popular boats were too slow and 
ill-suited to a rough ocean environment. 
An offshore race boat gains most of its speed while it is airborne 

and needs enough power to lift into the air, ideally riding with just 
the props in the water. In rough water, the boat lands on the aft third 
portion of the hull. If the bottom of the boat flattens out near the aft 
portion, the boat comes down off a wave like a pancake. 
A shakedown cruise on Moppie convinced both Bertram and 

Griffith that this hull design, which handled rough seas with ease, 
was stable in turns and most of all did not pound, could tame the 
waters in the “World’s Most Rugged Ocean Race.” 
Four days of high winds churned the water before the 1960 Miami-

Nassau race, creating ideal conditions for these hard-core competi-
tors and their boat, with winds blowing steadily between 15 to 25 
knots. The deep-V Moppie performed admirably; after leading the 
entire way, it crossed the finish line in exactly eight hours. Mop-
pie would have finished even faster had a compass not failed, which 
forced the crew to stop and take time-consuming sun bearings. 
Enormous press coverage and fanfare churned an outpouring of in-

terest in this 30-footer, a business opportunity Bertram just couldn’t 
ignore. He later remarked, “There were so damn many yachtsmen 
waving checkbooks at me that I had to go into business.”
Composite building had gained in popularity since the 1940s, and 

Bertram was convinced it was the way to go. He used his original 
Moppie as a plug for a fiberglass version, rented a warehouse in a  Miami 
suburb and formed the Bertram Yacht Company. The Bertram 31 
made its world premiere at the 1961 New York National Boat Show, 
with a bottom price point of $15,900. The strakes, by providing 
lift, allowed designers to put more weight forward. The resulting 
design, with an enormous cockpit, was uncommon at the time. 
Other new design features included wrap-around cabin windows, 
which provided exceptional visibility from below but created weight 
problems for the hardtop; this, in turn, forced desginers to create a 
smaller flybridge. 
The prototype was an instant success and orders flowed in at an 

overwhelming rate. In the 1961 Miami-Nassau Powerboat Race, 
once again Bertram and Griffith were victorious with a Bertram 31 
fiberglass boat aptly named Glass Moppie. After the 1961 Miami-
Nassau Race, many “glass” Bertrams went on to win numerous off-
shore races. 
These early offshore races played a large role in the development 

of hull design, strake placement and component-part placement in 
each Bertram. It was an era without computers, GPS navigation and 
cell phones, when trial and error, dead reckoning and true grit were 

LEFT:  The Bertram 31 
was built in a number of 
variations, including the  
Express and Flybriddge 
Cruiser ; Dick Bertram, the 
racer, became a sought-
after commodity for 
brands such as Rolex 
OPPOSITE:   Dick Bertram, 
Carlton Mitchell and Sam 
Griffith won the 1961 
race with the original 
Glass Moppie; a new 
Bertram on the way to 
a boat show and Pauline 
Bertram christens the 
first-ever Bertram
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WHAT’S UP WITH BERTRAM TODAY?
Alton Herndon, whose long and distinguished career began at Hatteras (Bertram’s perennial opponent in the longstanding Shootout), 
became Bertram’s president in 2010. Today, Bertram operates under the umbrella of Italian boatbuilding giant Ferretti Group, which 
acquired the all-American Bertram company in 1998. An innovator in boat design and construction with an in-house engineering 
department, Ferretti contributed to the introduction of many new models, including the Bertram 360, Bertram 390, Bertram 410, 
Bertram 450, Bertram 510, Bertram 511, Bertram 540, Bertram 570, Bertram 630 and Bertram 700. The latest models—introduced 
in 2010—include the Bertram 540 sportfisher and two versions of the flagship of the line, the 175,000-lb. Bertram 800 (see Yachts 
International December 2010 edition for a review).

For more information, visit bertram.com.

the tools of the testing ground. Johnny Bakos won the 1962 Miami-
Nassau race in a 25' Bertram with stern drives—a first in offshore 
powerboat racing.
The hull design yielded other sizes and models. Aside from the 25' 

line added in 1962, Bertram introduced a 38' line in 1963 and a 20' 
inboard/outboard model in 1964.
Bertram decided to build a production facility across the street from 

his yacht brokerage offices on the site where the Bertram manufac-
turing facility still operates today. Interestingly, the main building 
was also designed to operate as a food-processing warehouse in case 
things did not work out. 
There was no need for that. By 1971, just 10 years after production 

began, Bertram Yachts delivered its 1,000th boat. 
After Bertram’s racing partner Griffith died in 1963, friends held a 

memorial race from Miami to the Bahamas and back on February 4, 
1964. Bertram won in a 31' Bertram named Lucky Moppie, his first 
win as a driver. Later that same year, he won again driving the same 
31' Bertram in the third Viareggio-Bastia-Viareggio race. 

By that time, he had not only established himself as a  champion-caliber 
offshore powerboat racer, he had become a celebrity. A billboard in 
Times Square featured him advertising Camel cigarettes. He appeared 
in ads promoting Rolex watches and was featured extensively in the 
boating media as an accomplished powerboat and sailboat champion.
The Bertram factory team stopped racing briefly when Bertram left, 

but resumed after Nautec purchased the company from its founder. 
Peter Rittmaster, who became president, began racing in 1967, and 
in 1969 won the 222.5-mile Hennessy Grand Prix off Long Island 
in American Moppie, but only after Sam James, Bertram’s director of 
dealer services, dove into New York Harbor to remove large chunks 
of wood splintered around the props.
After the Whittaker Corporation purchased the company in 1968, 

James continued the factory racing tradition and went on to have his 
best season in 1974—taking the checkered flag in three races.
On April 28, 2000, Bertram died, leaving behind a boatbuilding 

legacy and colorful past. The Bertram factory was never used as a 
food warehouse. ■

HISTORY

ABOVE:  Ferretti Founder and Chairman Norberto Ferretti and Dick Bertram shared passion for boating; Bertram, which built its legend with a Hunt hull 
design able to tackle any kind of sea conditions,  grew its reputation as a builder of tough boats, including this hard-core Bertram 46    
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夫人127' Primadonna

A LADY 
MADE IN 

CHINA
STORY Cecile Gauert | AERIALS Forest Johnson | INTERIORS Terry Duckham

An imposing RINA-classed vessel,   

IAG’s Primadonna created a bit of  a buzz at the 

Miami Yacht & Brokerage Show, find out why
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ow did a Chinese-built yacht get an Italian moniker? The story begins a few years ago, 
when the owners of a growing electronics company called the International Audio Group, 
with manufacturing facilities in China and offices in London, Macau and Hong Kong, 
decided to get into the yachtbuilding business. 
The boatbuilding venture began in 2007 with the construction of a shipyard in South-

eastern China. In order to get things right on the first try, the company decided to hire 
expertise to assist in the design and production of its first yachts and turned to experienced 
consultants from Italy. 
Andrea Nicolai, a naval architect and engineer who splits his time between Livorno and 

Zhuhai and had recently worked at Baglietto, accepted the Taiwanese owners’ invitation 
to come to China to assist in organizing the production facilities and workflow. Nicolai, 
who aside from directing shipyard operations is also president of marine consulting com-
pany Ecomarine Asia, currently supervises the design and construction of the shipyard’s 
second series. The 100’ Electra flybridge yacht is already under construction in one of the 
shipyard’s six building sheds.
Construction of Hull 1, so-called Primadonna, a 127’ tri-deck built in solid composite, 

ONBOARD

H
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began in earnest. The first yacht was launched in fall 2010 
and conducted sea trials in Asia. Currently, two more of 
these voluminous yachts, both measuring just shy of 40 
meters, are under construction in IAG Yachts’ modern 
facilities in Zhuhai, located on mainland China not far 
from the playground of Macau to the south and a ferry-
ride away from bustling Hong Kong.
IAG Yachts Director Tim Chang, the son of Michael 

Chang and nephew of Bernard Chang–IAG Yachts’ 
CEO and president respectively–was born and educat-
ed in the United States, where he studied finance. Tim 
moved to Asia to assist with the expanding family busi-
ness. By all accounts, IAG’s electronics business is vastly 
successful—close to its manufacturing facilities near 
Shenzen is a resort on a 40-acre lake that includes two 
hotels for visiting guests, a sauna, a nine-hole golf course 

and restaurants—so why branch into yachts? 
“My father is a boat owner and he loves boats,” he said. 

“He could not believe that there was no yard able to 
handle a yacht this size in China,” he said.  So Michael 
and twin brother Bernard Chang decided to invest in pro-
ducing megayachts for the international market featuring 
reliable engineering, style and competitive prices. IAG’s 
first yacht made its Miami debut along with other yachts 
built in China, including the innovative 76’ NISI, built 
by Tricon Marine, located like IAG Yachts on the boom-
ing Zhuhai waterfront, and the imposing 97’ Marlow Ex-
plorer, built at the Marlow/Norsemen factory in Xiamen.
Tim Chang traveled to Miami for the US debut of the 

Primadonna series with the shipyard’s newly appointed 
director of marketing, Andrew Chang, a UK-educated 
marketing executive from Hong Kong. The energetic 

BELOW:   Views of 
Primadonna’s main 
deck; a nice dining 
room complements 
the outdoor dining 
area OPPOSITE:  Past 
the sliding-glass 
doors, the ambiance 
is modern comfort, 
amplified by top-of-
the-line surround 
sound
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duo kept busy during the show, hosting a constant flow 
of visitors. Indeed, the 127’ IAG tri-deck generated quite 
a bit of buzz, partly because at the special show price 
of $10.5 million, the fully equipped twin-screw diesel 
yacht competes price-wise with boats nearly half its size.
Captain Doug Hoogs, who handles sales in the Ameri-

cas, handled the delicate task of maneuvering the beamy 
semi-displacement yacht into its spot near the south end 
of the Yacht & Brokerage Show. The yacht’s wing sta-
tions and bow thruster helped.
Hoogs, whose long and distinguished career in the 

yachting industry included managing numerous new 
builds and refits, had been touting the merits of this 
new build for several months already. Yet very little can 
match the experience of actually walking through and 
cruising aboard a yacht. And so Hoogs was duly pleased 
that IAG Yachts agreed to ship Primadonna to Florida 
so that the American clientele could see first-hand what 
the new shipyard was able to produce. The RINA-classed 
vessel, which is certified for unrestricted navigation, was 
built with charter in mind. 
The lower-deck accommodations (two staterooms with 

twin beds and two with queen beds) are spacious and 
well distributed around the landing at the bottom of spi-
ral stairs that connect all guest areas. A separate staircase 
links the crew accommodations to the bridge deck and 

sun deck, providing separate traffic patterns for guests 
and crew. Perhaps the most impressive area of the yacht 
is the exceptionally voluminous full-beam master state-
room. Located forward of the main deck, it boasts phe-
nomenal ceiling height, which accounts in part for the 
yacht’s imposing presence when seen from the outside. 
An office, spacious ensuite bathroom with bathtub and 
walk-in wardrobe complete the suite. Skylights overhead 
can be dimmed at a flick of a switch. Surround sound 
and a 46” LCD TV screen, concealed behind a mirror, 
are suitable additions on a yacht built by the division of 
an audiovisual conglomerate. In fact, the yacht features 
top-of-the line sound and video equipment through-
out. A sixth stateroom with great views is located on the 
bridge deck and could easily be converted to a gym. 
The captain also enjoys a nice stateroom with high 

ceilings and ensuite bathroom, just off the wheelhouse. 
It may be oriented differently on future hulls to allow 
designers to deepen the wheelhouse a bit, maximizing 
views through practical vertical windows. The rest of the 
crew, up to eight people, enjoys attractive lower-deck 
cabins with small opening portholes. 
The vast skylounge featuring a bar and lounge with full 

entertainment system—which includes a 40” TV, Blu-
ray player and iPod docking station—has huge windows 
and opens onto a private deck that could conceivably 

ONBOARD

BELOW:  The full-beam 
master suite is truly 
impressive with ex-
ceptional ceiling height 
and great skylights; the 
TV is concealed behind 
a mirror ; the ensuite 
bathroom is not 
pictured
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become a private owner’s suite. This may be the case on 
a future hull. That is no problem for the shipyard, which 
is willing to accommodate owners’ specific requests for 
a different interior scheme or layout. On this hull, the 
interior is on the modern side, with fashionable wood 
soles and horizontal veneer in a matte finish. The galley’s 
cabinets feature attractive bamboo, contrasting nicely 
with the full-size stainless-steel appliances.
It is easy to move around the yacht. The protected side 

teak decks are wide and lead to a Portuguese bridge set 
with two large sofas and an oval table. This could be 
the best place to enjoy slow cruising or a private lunch 
when the yacht is docked stern-to at the marina. The 
sun deck features an open and flexible plan with few 

built-in furnishings, other than the required Jacuzzi 
and surrounding sun pads, plus a bar. Aft is a crane for 
the rescue tender.
Adding to the yacht’s overall length is a sizable swim 

platform. From here, a hydraulic door opens onto a laza-
rette that accommodates a tender and the well-ventilated 
and spacious engine room beyond. Twin 1,800-hp Cat-
erpillar engines coupled to twin Nibral five-blade propel-
lers via ZF reduction gears give this semi-displacement 
yacht a top speed of about 18 knots.
There is much more. The yacht’s complete specifica-

tions list spans 71 pages.  No doubt this yacht is very 
complete and competitively priced. And so it is expected 
that the story will continue. ■

ABOVE:   The yachts 
features five guest 
suites, three with 
queen beds as shown
BELOW:  From left, the 
master suite’s office, 
guest staircase and one 
of the twin-bed
cabins
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For more information, please 
visit IAGYACHTS.COM

Or contact:  
IAG YACHTS (AMERICAS), 
PORTSIDE YACHTING CENTER, 
SUITE D
1850 SE 17TH STREET,  
FORTT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33316

Phone: +1 954 643-6386

E-mail: INFO@IAGYACHTS.COM

IAG 127'
Primadonna

LOA (MAX):  127‘8“ (38.9m) 
BEAM:  26‘3“ (8m)
DRAFT (HALF LOAD): 7‘ (2.19m)
DISPLACEMENT (HALF LOAD):  218 tons
ENGINES:  2 x Caterpillar C32 Acert 
1,800 bhp @ 2,300 rpm
FUEL CAPACITY: 6,076 gal. (23,000L)
FRESH WATER CAPACITY:  1,320 gal. 
(4,996L)
MAXIMUM SPEED (HALF LOAD): 18 knots
CONTINUOUS CRUISING SPEED: 
14 knots

RANGE @ 10 KNOTS: about 2,500 nm
PROPELLERS: 5-blade Nibral propellers
GENERATORS: Northern Lights
STABILIZERS:  Controllable fins 
GROSS TONNAGE: about 356 GT
CLASSIFICATION: RINA C, Malta Cross 
Hull Mach, Ych (MAC) unrestricted 
navigation
HULL MATERIAL: solid fiberglass
SUPERSTRUCTURE:  
fiberglass and foam core
PAINT: Hempel pure white

ANCHOR WINDLASS: Two vertical-type 
anchor windlasses, model Maxwell 
VWC 6,000, 4,000w
PASSERELLE: Opacmare
SATCOM: One Sailor TT 3020C 
Immarsat-C GMDSS terminal
INTERIOR DESIGN: Iven Lo, IAG Yachts
EXTERIOR DESIGN:  
IAG Yachts/Yacht Design and  
Architectural Services (YDAS)
ENGINEERING: IAG Yachts/REDS
BUILDER: IAG Yachts

*Original dimensions are provided in the metric system

ABOVE:  The pleasant skylounge could 
be converted, if an owner wanted, into 
a master suite, which would then have 
a private outdoor salon, protected by 
the sun-deck overhang
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34' Jefe

STORY AND PHOTOS Neil Rabinowitz

CUSTOM DETAIL
AND

MUSCLE

JJefe idled at dawn on a glassy mountain lake 
in northern Idaho. Thirty-four feet of custom 
crafted mahogany, representing a year and 
a half of labor and a million dollars of detail 
and muscle, waited in the solitude of a crisp 
morning mist. Miles of mirrored calm waters 
lay ahead, sweetened by the fragrance of Pon-
derosa pine. Lake Coeur d’Alene echoed the 
throaty purr of Jefe’s twin 400-hp Mers, gur-
gling as though Nat King Cole was warming 
up the pipes. 
Jerry Gilbreath, owner and designer, was at 

the helm. A nine-time world racing/offshore 
champion, holder of more than 25 speed re-
cords and a frequent driver over the 200-mph 
barrier, Gilbreath eagerly anticipated unleash-
ing Jefe on the flat waters of the Idaho pan-
handle.
“Sometime during the peak of my racing ca-

reer I was relaxing at a friend’s villa on Italy’s 
Lake Cuomo, and was seduced by those clas-
sic wooden speedboats,” Gilbreath says. “After 
a lifetime running fiberglass boats neck deep 
with competition I thought a lot about those 
beautifully crafted wooden boats.”
It was expected that any creation, even a 

“gentleman’s runabout,” from a nuts-and-
bolts guy like Gilbreath would not just be a 
pretty face, even if one inspired him.
Gilbreath had just retired from racing and 

moved from the pizzazz of Southern Califor-
nia to the quiet Idaho shores when he spotted 
a dazzling custom 60' wooden sailboat on the 
lake—Sizzler. He and his wife Donna dashed 

Jefe oozes attitude. Owner 
and designer Jerry Gilbreath, 
a nine-time world offshore 
champion, would not have 
wanted it any other way
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down to the shore and hopped on board for a sail. They 
learned it had been built nearby at the Resort Boat Shop 
and, long haunted by visions of those Lake Cuomo clas-
sics, decided to visit the yard. After witnessing the shop’s 
meticulous attention to detail in Sizzler’s high-tech com-
posite package, they spoke with manager Craig Brosenne 
about building a version of a gentlemen’s runabout with 
an unmatched performance profile, and launched the 
Jefe project.
Duane Hagadone, former owner of the megayacht 

Lady Lola and lifelong Coeur d’Alene resident, owns the 
Resort Boat Shop. A fan of classic launches and wooden 
boats, Hagadone had commissioned Tony Castro years 
earlier to create Sizzler, and as the build progressed 
brought the Resort Boat Shop up to speed with the in-
tricacies of sophisticated wood composites.
Gilbreath’s plan was to build a vintage-style boat with 

the heart of a champion by collaborating with the yard’s 

craftsmen. The result was a cold-molded, vacuum-
bagged hull of western red cedar and three layers of 
African mahogany with epoxy resin, teak detailing, 30 
finish coats, a sumptuous Bentley-inspired interior and a 
customized power plant that would knock the socks off 
an Indy pit crew. 
“Jefe is not about speed,” Gilbreath says. “It only goes 

70 mph….It’s about performance, so I promised my 
wife it would be a civilized boat with a silky smooth 
ride…and efficient.…We’re able to run 45 mph all day, 
hardly burn fuel and still have a conversation without 
even blowing her hair above the windscreen.”
Gilbreath, who was VP at Fountain Powerboats for five 

years and a consultant for Mercury for 25 years, noticed 
while watching runabouts that the drivers often sat on 
the back of the seat or stood in order to see where they 
were going. He resolved to design a boat with a center 
of gravity that would allow the boat to ride flat without 

drag. He shaped a 15-degree deadrise hull with a stepped 
transom and fabricated lifting strakes and a rocker, which 
altered the V shape as it moved astern, engineering the 
center of gravity so there would be no bow rise through-
out acceleration. He reconfigured the rocker-arm assem-
blies over the valves and the camshafts to produce more 
torque at lower rpms, using a hydraulic-roller cam to 
reduce engine friction. Instead of the common straight 
shafts found on most classic speedsters, he installed Mer-
Cruiser Bravo One stern drives, with the exhaust vented 
through the props to reduce noise.
“We’ve had loud boats through the years, but that 

doesn’t fit in around this area,” Gilbreath says. “At times 
you can’t even hear the engines running and that’s how 
we wanted it….One of Donna’s things was being able 
to idle into a cove, not disturb the wildlife….and enjoy 
nature.”
Gilbreath reduced weight by using a small aluminum-

block Chevy engine and using cold-molded construc-
tion, saving up to 4,000 lbs over a typical wood boat 
this size. By adjusting the trim, Jefe lifts out of the water 
without increasing throttle at 8 mph and releases, stay-
ing level with a third of the hull riding free through 25 
mph, at which point it remains flat all the way to the top 
end of 70 mph.
“We burn 8 miles per gallon at a 30-knot cruise,” Bro-

senne says, “That’s a 300-mile range for a custom rocket 
that rides like a Rolls-Royce.”
Long and lean, with a foredeck cambered like a cat 

ready to pounce, Jefe’s hull mirrors the hillsides. It’s fin-
ished with15 coats of Awlgrip epoxy, four coats of Epi-
fane and 10 coats of clear Alexseal, all wet-sanded and 
topped with a five-stage buffing process. 
The 8'6" beam keeps it slender enough for a trailer, 

while the wide transom step provides easy access to ei-
ther a stern tie or the water, and the cockpit features a 

BELOW:  For the sake of 
performance as much 
as pleasure of the eyes, 
Jefe features custom 
Livorsi gauges, Latham 
throttles,  MerCruiser 
power and teak 
detailing

“We burn 8 
miles per gal-
lon at a 30-
knot cruise...
That’s a 300-
mile range 
for a custom 
rocket that 
rides like a 
Rolls-Royce”

— Craig Brosenne
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mirrored bar and a removable cocktail table. 
Jefe has classic, old-world comfort. The teak decks 

and tufted Bentley-style upholstery, the wood-grained 
dash and finish, and the custom Livorsi gauges, Latham 
throttles and a tilting Latham helm, look almost retro. 
A half-inch safety-glass windshield is distortion-free and 
framed in custom stainless steel, the same polished stain-
less that trims the engines, which glow beneath the hy-
draulic hatch like a beast in waiting. 
Jefe will never be mistaken for a polished relic of a past 

era. Unmistakably modern, it oozes attitude. There are 
lots of great-looking classics restored to run like champs, 
but none run with Jefe’s pedigree. Gilbreath’s obsession 
with power-plant mastery, his blend of high-tech design 
and on-the-edge engineering resulted in an adrenaline-
charged marriage of classic luxury and performance able 

to weaken the knees of any throttle jockey. 
“Competition drives me, I can’t help that,” Gilbreath 

says. “I want to be the fastest…and if not that, then the 
smoothest, quietest, best-running, most comfortable.”
Jefe stepped smoothly onto plane in the solitude of the 

wilderness and, with an increasing murmur, flew over 
the mirror-like water. The horizon ahead stayed fixed as 
we accelerated to 30, 40, 50, 60-plus mph without lift-
ing the bow. Early risers stood coffee cup in hand on 
their docks, watching in awe as Jefe sprinted down the 
middle of the lake. It was eerily quiet in the cockpit’s 
open air as the sound rocketed far astern, and Jefe flew 
to the far shore barely skimming the surface. Gilbreath’s 
touch on the throttle was so soft it was almost telepathic 
until he playfully carved a turn just to see Jefe’s response. 
Jefe is the total package. ■

34' Jefe LENGTH: 34' (10.36m)
BEAM: 8'6" (2.59m)
DEADRISE: 15 degrees
WEIGHT: 7,000 lbs
POWER: 2 x MerCruiser, 383 cu-in 400 hp 

PROPULSION: Bravo One Outdrives
TOP SPEED: 65+ mph 
FUEL: 85 gallons
DESIGN: GMT @ Coeur d’Alene Custom 
Wood Boats

ON BOARD

ABOVE:  The boat 
owes its retro look to 
Bentley-style upholstery 
and 30 coats of varnish 
on mahogany, but it is 
modern through and 
through; the windshield 
is made of distortion-
free safety glass in a 
stainless-steel frame
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Lazzara Breeze 76

BOATING 
                      CAN
                               BE  A 
    BREEZE

STORY Cecile Gauert | PHOTOS Scott Pearson
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n business for more than 20 years, and building on a family history of boatbuilding 
that spans a half-century, Lazzara Yachts has made a mark on American boating. Laz-
zara’s evolution was plainly evident on a recent sea trial aboard the new Breeze 76, the 
most recent addition to the growing family of boats to come out of the innovative 
Tampa, Florida-based shipyard. 
Dick Lazzara, at the helm of the newly launched cruiser with two of his constant 

companions—a cigar and a smart phone—jokes he’s called everyone out. And, in fact, 
we motor past a great number of Lazzara boats, out like us to enjoy a great blue sky, a 
mild breeze and minimal waves. Dick points to a boat cruising a few yards away from 
us. “There is a boat that I did 20 years ago,” he says. Hull Number 1 of the 76-footer 
series was launched in 1992, two years after he and brother Brad sold their shares in 
Gulfstar Yachts (a sailboat builder created by their father Vince Lazzara) and set out on 
their own with the idea of waking up the world of motor boating. The shipyard built 
about 50 of these alone.
Dick says this is the new generation of that first cruiser. This new model with the 

refreshing name of Breeze proves without a doubt that it is possible to improve on 
the classic American cruiser. The Breeze 76 features better maneuverability, a bigger I

ON BOARD

ABOVE:  The interior is 
built in-house in Tampa 
and features a modern 
scheme that echoes 
the stylish LSX series, 
reinforcing the theme of 
a modern-day cruiser
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flybridge and greater interior volume than the original. 
To boot, it is versatile, with a 20-knot cruising speed or a 
1,100-nautical-mile range at 10 knots. It features a com-
fortable interior with five cabins (including a captain’s 
cabin), an open galley with breakfast nook, nice salon 
with dining area and a stylish décor that is comfortably 
modern. And did we mention maneuverability? 
The Lazzara team has docked the boat in a hard-to-

reach slip, one of the last spots along a narrow canal 
dead-ending with a low-lying bridge. For anyone other 
than a pro, extricating a conventional 78’ two-propeller, 
two-engine boat could be a sweat-inducing exercise.
Even if Dick is a pro—and a sailor, no less—it still is 

fun to watch how he executes a U-turn effortlessly, us-
ing the small joystick on the Breeze’s compact flybridge 
console, all the while carrying on a conversation with a 

couple of people standing near the helm. And as if to 
further prove his point (that this really is child’s play), 
he decides to pick up his wallet from another Lazzara 
docked along the canal, sliding sideways until we are 
within arm’s reach of the other boat. He pockets the for-
gotten wallet and off we go. 
Several years ago, Lazzara Yachts’ chief designer and 

president Dick Lazzara decided to embrace a newer type 
of propulsion, which, in addition to the very real advan-
tage of more economical fuel consumption, has added 
immensely to the pleasure of boating, making it more 
accessible to less experienced boaters and allowing boat 
designers to increase interior volume.
The innovative LSX series launched in 2006 featured 

Volvo Penta’s IPS, installed in a quadruple configuration. 
Then came the LSX 92, also equipped with quadruple 

BELOW:  The galley is 
bright and open with 
a great breakfast nook; 
below the VIP, one of 
the guest staterooms 
and the master state-
room with the ocean 
as headboard
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IPS. Back then, Dick told me in an interview he was not 
planning on looking back. For this cruiser, he partnered 
with CMD and Zeus. The power comes from triple 
600-hp Cummins MerCruiser diesels coupled to three 
tunnel-mounted Zeus pods, all controlled electronically. 
The system not only includes joystick control and auto-
pilot, it has the handy Skyhook station-keeping feature. 
The latter, at the switch of a button, keeps the boat sta-
tionary, even in a current, without dropping anchor. We 
tested it in Port Everglades and despite a strong current, 
the boat did not move much from its coordinates. The 
yacht is also equipped with small, fast-moving fins by 
Trac, which the generators can run when the boat is at 
anchor. So, in effect, it has zero-speed stabilizers, not a 
common feature on boats this size.
The triple engines provide flexibility. It is possible, for 

instance, to shut one off and cruise with two. It’s helpful 
in case of a mechanical problem, and it’s also great to 

conserve fuel. We tried it, cruising at 10 knots or so, and 
you couldn’t tell the difference. You can putter around in 
the Bahamas and then hurry back to Fort Lauderdale, all 
on one tank of fuel if you play your cards right.
After we left the inlet and pointed the bow north, it 

was all perfectly pleasant cruising at 19 to 20-plus knots 
through an ocean uncharacteristically quiet for that time 
of the year. The boat was exceptionally level, gently rid-
ing the waves. So I decided to walk around. 
The flybridge deck is spacious and cleverly laid out so 

that the skipper never has to feel that he or she is miss-
ing all the fun happening in the back. Dick says he got 
the idea from the Portuguese bridge on a big Lürssen to 
set the helm station aft of a nice salon with banquettes 
and tables forward. So whoever is handling the boat, es-
pecially on as beautiful a day as today, can chat amicably 
with up to 10 family members and friends without turn-
ing into a contortionist. It makes perfect sense. There’s 

ABOVE:  A bird’s-eye 
view of all the deck 
areas and the boat 
cruising efficiently 
and effortlessly at 20 
knots along the South 
Florida coast
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a wet bar with stools and storage for towels, a table with 
banquette seating and room aft for beach chairs. A safety 
hatch closes off the stairs.
The aft deck is set with a nice table and another bench. 

The side decks are wide and protected with high rails, 
built-in steel-reinforced solid vinyl PVC and an over-
hang. The foredeck features another salon area. This par-
ticular hull has a fixed table and banquette seating, but 
the foredeck could just as well be set with a hi-lo table 
that could be covered with plush cushions and convert 
ed into a sunbathing area. That would make it perfect—
“best seat in the house,” as Dick puts it.
The salon is bright and airy, with large panoramic 

windows. There is a small dining area on the port side, 
opposite a wet bar close to a side exit door and stylish 

interior stairs leading to the flybridge. Forward is a fully 
equipped galley and a nice spot for breakfast or lunch. 
Stairs lead to the lower-deck accommodations: the VIP 
in the bow, a cabin with twin beds and one with a double 
bed at centerline, and a great master stateroom with en-
suite and walk-in closet with a window. The bed is po-
sitioned under the portside window facing the other set 
of portholes and a banquette. They are located close to 
the waterline, so you can watch the waves rise alongside. 
I did that for a while, listening for engine noise. It was 
minimal.
So is it possible to improve on a classic? Look what Lycra 

did for denim. This modern cruiser makes a very strong 
case that you can add technology and sophistication with-
out losing the spirit of the classic American cruiser. ■

BELOW:  Great for life 
outdoors, the boat 
features many options 
for dining and lounging, 
including the foredeck 
salon, sun-deck dining 
and bar, and another 
table and banquette on 
the aft main deck
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Lazzara 
Breeze 76

LOA: 77'8" (23.67m)
LWL: 62'2" (18.95m)
BEAM: 18'5" (5.61m)
DRAFT: 4'5" (1.35m)
DISPLACEMENT (HALF LOAD):  

52.5 tons (47,600 kg)
FUEL CAPACITY: 
1,300 gal. (4,921 L)

FRESHWATER CAPACITY: 
300 gal. (1,136 L)
ENGINES: 3 x QSC8.3-liter, 
600-hp Cummins
TRANSMISSION: 
CMD Zeus pod system
CRUISING SPEED: about 20 knots
MAX.RANGE: 1,100 nm@10 knots

GENERATORS:  

2 x Onan 23 kW
CONSTRUCTION: composite
FINISH: UV-resistant gelcoat
STABILIZERS: Trac fins
DESIGN: Lazzara Yachts
BUILDER: Lazzara Yachts

For more information, contact 
LAZZARAYACHTS.COM 

ABOVE:  

The compact and 
stylish helm station at 
right easily commands 
the triple Cummins 
MerCruiser engines 
and Zeus pod drives 
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CLOSE UP

The island appeared in 1906 after the federal government approved 
dredging a shipping channel to open up a route to the Atlantic from 
Biscayne Bay. Now, this residential slice of paradise, with a nine-hole 
championship golf course, megayacht marinas, a private beach and 
tennis center, is home to the Fisher Island Club and its exclusive resort. 
Oprah Winfrey, Mel Brooks, Jim Courier and Boris Becker are just 
some of the celebrities that have succumbed to the lure of the island, 
which is in the midst of a $60-million spruce-up program. At the heart 
of it all is a charming Vanderbilt mansion and cottages. Did you ever 
wonder how they got there?
It seems you can’t dig into the silky sands of South Florida’s history 

without uncovering some fragments of a colorful past, and Fisher 
Island is no exception. During its short history, the island had sev-
eral private owners, or better yet “caretakers,” who contributed a vi-
sion that changed forever the manmade bit of land—initially just 21 
acres. Their stories are fascinating and contribute immensely to the 
island’s charm. 

FISHER 
ISLAND

STORY Grace Trofa | PHOTOS Courtesy of Fisher Island

LIVELY 
PAST, BRILLIANT 

BELOW:  Fisher Island then and now; the historic photo shows 250’ Eagle moored 
near the original Vanderbilt mansion, built in the Mediterranean style in 1935

Just a seven-minute ferry ride from Miami Beach’s über 
energy is a 216-acre secluded island that is one of the 
wealthiest zip codes in America. Welcome to 33109.
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LIVELY 
PAST, BRILLIANT 

FUTURE
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Dana Dorsey, a Georgia native and son of 
former slaves, was the island’s first owner. 
With only had a fourth-grade education, he 
went on to become known as Florida’s first 
African American millionaire. He came to 
Miami in the 1890s to work for Henry M. 
Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railroad. He saw 
a need to provide housing for an increasing 
number of African Americans moving to the 
area and began purchasing land, just a par-
cel at a time, until eventually his holdings 
expanded as far north as Fort Lauderdale. 

A developer, banker and philanthropist,   
Dorsey bought and sold many properties 
until his death at the age of 68 in 1940, 
including a small island we now know as  
Fisher Island. He bought the land to provide 
African Americans, unwelcome on Miami’s 
segregated shores, a beach of their own. Al-
though Dorsey had intentions of developing 
the island into a resort, he sold it instead in 
1918 to fellow entrepreneur and developer 
Carl G. Fisher, who lent the island his name. 
An automotive pioneer who is credited 

with developing Miami Beach, Fisher had 
grand ideas. He channeled his energy into 
expanding the island by adding bulkheads, 
filled with dirt and sand, until it was more 
than 100 acres. His initial plan was to create 
a commercial seaport. But he butted heads 
with the mayor of Miami who wanted the 
seaport on the mainland. He lost that con-
test. Undaunted, Fisher, ever the entrepre-
neur, began selling off small parcels of land 
with little else than scant palm trees and 
mangroves to anyone willing to come to his 
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Fisher Island
Improving on 
perfection
“People don’t join the Fisher Island 
Club to become part of a country 
club, they join to become part of 
its ultimate lifestyle,” says Fisher 
Island Club CEO Larry Brown, who 
is overseeing the renaissance of 
Fisher Island’s private club, with the 
aim to bring this landmark up to 
the demanding standards of today’s 
discriminating travelers. 
There are several ways to partake 

in this ultimate lifestyle. You can 
enjoy all club amenities for a 
$250,000 membership fee plus 
$18,300 yearly dues. Another way 
to enjoy the good life is to stay 
at the Vanderbilt Mansion Resort, 
the centerpiece of 45 recently 
renovated luxury accommodations 
comprising cottages, villas and suites. 
Just as in the Vanderbilt days, arriving 
guests are greeted at the Porte 
Cochère with a Mimosa cocktail. 
After a tour of the island, they are 
free to zip around in their golf 
carts, the island’s favorite mode of 
transportation. The cottages feature 
a clean, contemporary look and 
sleek bathrooms. If at all possible, 
try to book Rosemary’s Cottage, 
exquisite with its renovated three 
spacious bedrooms, fireplaces, 
chandeliers and plenty of windows 
looking out onto an exotic flower 
garden and a private courtyard 
with Jacuzzi. Aside from oodles 
of Mediterranean charm with 
peacocks freely roaming manicured 
grounds, the island has much to 
offer the active yachtsman. The 
marinas feature 118 slips in total 
and accommodate yachts up to 
250’ with surge-proof deep-water 
access. The marina’s pilings are in 
greenheart, a wood known for its 
lateral strength, and the new decks 

little paradise, accessible only by boat. Fish-
er’s love for boats turned out to be a pivotal 
factor in the continuing saga of the island. 
Here enters William Kissam Vanderbilt II. 

“Willie K” was born into the life of luxury. 
Raised in Vanderbilt mansions in New York 
and Newport, RI, he traveled the globe on 
the family yachts and spent winters in the 
sun. While the rest of his family preferred 
Palm Beach, Vanderbilt took a liking to 
Fisher Island, and in the 1920s began buy-
ing small parcels. At the time, “Willie K” 

also owned the 250’ Eagle, which caught 
Fisher’s eye. The story goes that one night in 
conversation (one suspects over a few rounds 
of drinks), Fisher admitted to Vanderbilt 
that he’d love to have his yacht. Vanderbilt 
offered Fisher a surprising deal: his yacht 
for the island. Fisher jumped at the oppor-
tunity, the story goes. In reality, Vanderbilt 
only acquired seven acres in the exchange, 
but he continued purchasing parcels until he 
eventually owned the whole island. In 1935, 
Vanderbilt decided to build a mansion on 

FROM LEFT:  Fisher 
Island’s early 
caretakers: Dana 
Dorsey, Carl Fisher, 
William K. Vanderbilt 
II and Garfield Wood; 
they don’t built them 
like this anymore: 
a yacht visiting the 
island in the 1930s
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»are in Brazilian hardwood, which 
weathers into a lovely silver gray 
patina. A spacious gazebo at the end 
of the members’ dock is a prime 
spot for events and cocktail parties.
The Fisher Island Raquet Club, the 

island’s world-class 18-court tennis 
center has welcomed tennis stars, 
such as Andre Agassi, Steffi Graf 
and Pete Sampras. A new lighting 
system now allows members to 
play 24 hours a day on 14 Har-Tru 
clay courts, two grass courts or 
two hard courts. A new state-of-
the-art hydro-grid watering system 
improves drainage and drying time.    
Renowned golf architect P.B. Dye 

upgraded The Links, a par-35, nine-
hole championship golf course, 
which received new pasapalum 
grass and was reconfigured to keep 
the game interesting for members. 
A bridge now connects the new 
Beach Club, an oasis in white, to the 
Vanderbilt Mansion and swimming 
pool. Once they have worked up an 
appetite, members can choose from 
seven dining locations, including the 
steakhouse/piano bar Garwood 
Lounge inside the mansion, the 
casual La Trattoria for pasta and 
pizza and Café Porto Cervo for 
upscale dining. This newly renovated 
space with its barrel ceiling, wine 
displays and a chef eager to prepare 
dishes to your specifications, along 
with La Trattoria, now serve as 
anchor restaurants for a new piazza, 
called Town Center. This European-
style square with a landscaped 
courtyard and fountain overlooking 
one of the marinas will feature a 
food emporium, styled after New 
York’s famous Dean & Deluca, a 
bakery and retail shops. It should 
blend beautifully with the overall 
Mediterranean charm within sight of 
a vibrant metropolis.

For more information, call 1.800.537.3708 
and visit FisherIslandClub.com.

his property. Favoring the Mediterranean 
style Addison Mizner made famous in Palm 
Beach, he hired Palm Beach architect Mau-
rice Fatio to build his and wife Rosamund’s 
private retreat. The plans were lavish. The 
19-room mansion featured an ornate porte-
cochère entry and a central courtyard (a pop-
ular design element at the time). Vanderbilt 
also commissioned the architect to create 
guest and servant cottages, tennis courts, 
a swimming pool, a nine-hole golf course 
and a beach area. His daughter Rosemary, 
an artist, preferred her own private cottage 
with adjoining studio to the exquisite man-
sion. Vanderbilt’s Miami retreat, nicknamed 
“Alva Base” (after his mother), even had a 
9,000-sq.-ft. keystone and Spanish tile han-
gar for the seaplane he used to shuttle guests. 
It wasn’t long before an event at Fisher Is-
land became the coveted invitation among 
the social elite of the time. Vanderbilt died 
in 1944, and his wife sold the island a year 
later to U.S. Steel heir Edward Moore for a 
mere $500,000 (the mansion alone had cost 
$1.5 million to build). 
Moore only had the property a few years. 

Upon his death in 1950, Garfield Wood, a 
boat designer, inventor and racer, acquired 
the island. Wood’s goal was to set every speed 
record and make a name for himself as the 
Speedboat King. At the wheel of his speed-
boat, he raced the Havana Special train, in a 
1,250-mile dash up the Atlantic coast from 
Miami to New York City. Wood made the 

trip in 47 hours and 23 minutes, beating the 
train by 12 minutes. In 1925, he repeated 
the exploit, racing the Twentieth Century 
Limited train up the Hudson River between 
Albany and New York, winning by 22 min-
utes. Wood was the first to do 100 mph on 
water and to reach two miles a minute on a 
boat. He won five straight powerboat Gold 
Cup races between 1917 and 1921 and took 
the prestigious Harmsworth Trophy nine 
times. Wood is also credited for the hydrau-
lic lift used on dump trucks, and one of his 
boat designs became the forerunner for the 
PT boat. His 33' Gar Wood and the Baby 
Gar Runabout are still considered classics 
and are prized among speed-boat collectors. 
Wood resided 21 years on the island, spend-
ing most of his later years tinkering in his 
workshop. By then he had given up the 10th 
twin-engine Albatross amphibious plane he 
owned, but only after logging 7,600 hours 
of flying time in 36 years. 
In the 1960s, a new set of owners ap-

peared on the scene. Cuban-born Miami 
banker Charles “Bebe” Rebozo and a group 
of investors, which included his close friend 
Richard Nixon, approached the contented 
millionaire about selling his island paradise. 
Wood initially refused, but gave in after the 
investors allowed him to continue living on 
the island as long as he wished. Wood left in 
May 1971 and died a month later, the last of 
the millionaires to occupy Fisher Island as a 
one-family island retreat. ■

LEFT:  The Fisher 
Island courtyard, the 
Pavilion and the beach 
cabanas offer a price-
less retreats from the 
high energy of South 
Beach and Miami 
ABOVE LEFT: The 
Beach Club at night 
takes on a Caribbean 
feel, all within a golf 
cart ride from the ma-
rinas; all is accessible 
with a membership 
or a stay at the newly 
renovated resort
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CRUISING 
FOR LINK

 Destination Fox Har’br Too cruises past the resort 
that gave it its name in scenic Nova Scotia
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AA few months ago, I found myself on one of the Caribbean’s great golf courses, 
the Teeth of the Dog at Casa de Campo on the Dominican Republic’s southeast 
coast. The fairways were tight, with nary a brown splotch anywhere, and the 
greens were fast and true. Overall, I found this impressive course to be in better 
condition than many prime US courses. On the fifth hole, one of several along 
the water, I met a couple who had cruised here on their yacht to play the resort’s 
three Pete Dye-designed courses. Their boat, moored in the resort’s large ma-
rina, was the perfect golfers’ chariot, a means of transportation with top-notch 
amenities, including Jacuzzis, Jet Skis, sumptuous meals and evening theater. It 
struck me as a great way to unite two disparate passions into a single sybaritic 
enterprise.
Golf and yachting are not normally mentioned in the same breath. But let’s say 

you love the game and you want to turn your yacht into the ultimate golf cart, 
what are the options available out there? If you’re cruising the eastern seaboard, 
New England, or even the Canadian coast, you’re in luck. There are so many cours-
es there that you can play a new one every day and hardly have to move the yacht. 

FOR LINK

STORY Shaw McCutcheon

What are the clubs doing on the yacht? 
For a few active yachtsmen, the vessels 
they own or charter are perfect vehicles 
to cruise to links in tropical settings or 
use as platforms to practice their swing.
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Occasionally, you even find a combination of both. The 
Fox Harb’r Resort on Nova Scotia’s coast, for instance, has 
a first-rate golf course and a 161' Trinity tri-deck motory-
acht that is available to golfers who want to play a variety 
of other courses located within a few hours’ cruise. The 
yacht Destination Fox Harb’r Too, which splits its charter 
schedule between Canada and the Caribbean, has become 
a very effective marketing tool for this high-end resort.
Although charter brokers uniformly say that few clients 

wish to play a round or two of golf during a cruise, it does 
happen. For avid linksmen gunkholing for two weeks 
from New York to Palm Beach, playing a new course every 
day and finishing each round with a muscle-relaxing hop 
into the hot tub followed by a five-star meal prepared by 
the yacht’s Le Cordon Bleu-trained chef, this can be the 
ultimate vacation.  
There are many more golf courses in North America 

than there are in the Caribbean, and until the past de-
cade or so the tough sea environments yielded more 

brown fairways than greens. Historically, Caribbean golf 
has not been a huge draw, especially for the yachting 
crowd. But it is changing. Botanical advances in golf 
turfs—especially the advent of a grass called Paspalum, 
which thrives in the salty air—have enabled Caribbean 
courses to compete with top US courses. 
The problem, of course, is getting to them. How about 

using the yacht? Some of the region’s best golf courses 
are in the Dominican Republic, where award-winning 
courses (including the aforementioned Teeth of the Dog 
course, with a hellish 75.9 rating) and a full-service me-
gayacht marina are located. Golfweek magazine recently 
selected the Jack Nicklaus-designed Punta Espada course 
at Cap Cana as the best in the region. Perhaps because 
Casa de Campo is an overnight haul from the Virgin 
Islands, charter boats with golfer guests often choose the 
Anguilla, Nevis and St. Thomas area for golf instead. 
The charter yacht Sweet Escape’s first choice is Anguilla, 
which boasts the difficult 7,063-yard Greg Norman-

OPPOSITE:  The Dye 
Fore course (one of 
several challenging 
courses in the
Dominican Republic), 
offers spectacular views; 
in the  background the 
Casa de Campo Marina
ABOVE:  The Green 
Monkey in Barbados’ 
Sandy Lane resort is 
reserved to members 
and hotel guests 
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designed Temenos Golf Course. Nearby Nevis and St. 
Kitts each have a single golf course. The Marriott hotel 
chain operates the Royal St. Kitts Golf Club, renovated 
in 2004, and allows golfers to play two holes on the Ca-
ribbean Sea and three more on the island’s Atlantic side. 
On Nevis, the Four Seasons Resort operates a Robert 
Trent Jones II-designed course, 6,766 yards with a 73.6 
rating and a slope of 132.
If you’re cruising a little closer to the equator, however, 

Barbados and St. Vincent and the Grenadines offer some 
great options. Barbados, especially, has several courses 
open to itinerant yachtsmen. The Sandy Lane resort 
has two Tom Fazio courses. The Country Club course 
reached worldwide notoriety in 2010 when a local golfer 
got into the Guinness Book of World Records with a 
12-hour round that produced a record 54 birdies in a 
single day. The other, a 7,343-yard course set in an old 
limestone quarry, The Green Monkey, is reserved to club 
members and guests of the Sandy Lane.
But perhaps the Caribbean’s most dramatic and inter-

esting course is a Jim Fazio creation in Canouan Island 
in the Grenadines operated by Trump International. This 
scenic but very tough 6,900-yard course has a rating of 
76.5 and a slope of 147 from the back tees. The 16˚ 
hole plays as a 304-yard par three (making it one of the 
world’s longest par threes) and a 240-foot drop from tee 
to green. If you have altitude sickness, don’t go there.

Still, you don’t have to be a pro to enjoy a game. A 
few enterprising yachts, including Sweet Escape, a 1993 
Christensen, have turned the sport into an onboard af-
ternoon frolic for the whole family. All it takes is clearing 
the boat deck of all the toys, removing the stanchions 
and installing a plastic pad of fake turf as a tee box. A 
crewmember riding a Jet Ski can hold a net as a target 
and later retrieve all stray floating balls. Players can al-
ternate between the Jacuzzi, the bar and the tee box. For 
occasions when it may be difficult to retrieve floating 
balls, players can use biodegradable balls, which are able 
to go a hundred yards and break down, ending up as fish 
food after they hit the water. “It’s another thing to do for 
people to enjoy their vacation,” says Aaron Clark, cap-
tain of the 144' Palmer Johnson motoryacht Four Wishes. 
Hitting balls for a couple of hours is an activity that both 
golfers and non-golfers can enjoy.
As far as I am concerned, I was quite happy to be in a 

struggle with the Teeth of the Dog. Dye has mischievously 
built seven holes along the waterfront, including a couple 
of par threes. If you don’t hit the green, the ball becomes 
part of the reef. I escaped disaster on the fifth, but on 
the seventh I fed the sea gods two balls, ending up with 
a quad. The rest of the game was downhill from there. If 
I’d had a yacht in the nearby marina I would have limped 
back to the Jacuzzi and nursed a piña colada, determined 
to regroup and conquer the course—tomorrow. ■

GOLF & YACHTING

For more information, visit: CANOUAN.COM, CAPCANA.COM, CAPJULUCA.COM, CASADECAMPOGOLF.COM, FOXHARBR.COM, ROYALSTKITTSGOLFCLUB.COM

LEFT:  If cruising in the 
Grenadines, check out 
the challenging golf 
course on Canouan 
Island RIGHT:  You can 
also use the yacht as a 
platform: above ready 
to tee off  the sun 
deck of Four Wishes; 
Captain Paulo Guedes 
sets the stage on the 
swim platform of Sweet 
Escape; biodegradable 
balls keep it all environ-
mentally friendly
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ABOVE:  The yacht Sweet Escape often chooses Anguilla, home to the difficult Tenemos golf course BELOW: The Dominican Republic is a fantastic golf destination 
with Punta Espada (left), recently rated as one of region’s best courses and the challeging Teeth of the Dog (right) near a full-service megayacht marina



oceanindependence.com
incorporating Cavendish White

OCEAN Independence is delighted 

to announce its appointment as 

Central Sales Agent for the 70m 

Benetti REVERIE.

Central Agents for Sale & Charter.

REVERIE
Delivered in 2000 REVERIE 
remains one of the iconic vessels 
of the modern era.  Massive 
volume and interior space as 
well as huge deck areas set her 
apart. Helicopter capable with 
world-girdling range she has 
been meticulously maintained 
and sensibly upgraded.  The 
vendors have set a sensible 
figure to achieve a quick sale.  
Please ask for full information 
from Michael White: 
Tel:  +44 7785 360 845   

Email:  mike@ocyachts.com
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This Benetti is fully upgraded to highest US 
specification for seamless worldwide cruising 
capabilities in both the US and Europe. Offers 
including a Gulfstream G4, G5 or G550 
aircraft are welcome.

Asking price: 24,995,000 USD

QUANTUM OF 
                   SOLACE

Mark Elliott  mark@iyc.com   +1 305 794 1167
Peter Thompson  pt@ocyachts.com  +44 7788 755334

Michael White mike@ocyachts.com  +44 7785 360845

oceanindependence.com
incorporating Cavendish White

in association with 
International Yacht Collection

www.iyc.com
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Peter Thompson  pt@ocyachts.com  +44 7788 755334
Michael White mike@ocyachts.com  +44 7785 360845

This stunning 200’ (61 metre) BENETTI features a signature Evan 
Marshall interior comprising of two panoramic master suites, four 
guest staterooms, elevator to all decks, a full beam skylounge and 
vast open & shaded deck areas. Technological superiority ensured 
by Millennium Edition build supervision. Offers including a Gulfstream 
G4, G5 or G550 aircraft are welcome.

Priced at 43,000,000 EUR

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
Just 3 months to delivery, July 2011

oceanindependence.com
incorporating Cavendish White
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2011 DELIVERY - AVAILABLE NOW
DELTA AND CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL TEAM UP TO COMPLETE PROJECT MONARCH

Combining the strengths of two long-standing American companies, Delta Marine and Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation are 

working together to complete Project Monarch. Construction of this 151-foot motor yacht began at Northern Marine in Anacortes and 

will be completed at Delta’s yard in Seattle. Cat Financial will be providing the fi nancing for the project. Project Monarch is for sale and 

available for viewing at Delta any time. Delivery is scheduled for late this year. Please inquire for more details and pricing information at 

delta@deltamarine.com or +1 206 763 2383. 
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CHEOY LEESHIPYARDS
N  

Bahia Mar Yachting Center
801 Seabreeze Boulevard

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
Phone: (954) 527-0999   

www.CheoyLee.com
inquiry@cheoylee.com

Since 1870 Family Owned & Operated

MARCO POLO 2007 147’ TRANSOCEAN EXPLORER - World Class design (Ron Holland)/construction (Cheoy Lee). 2008 SBI award. Elegant upper deck owners suite,
3 guest SRs, pro gym. Extreme range. Contact Marty Isenberg (F actory Representative) 954-448-0561.

◆

BRAvO 100’ CHEOY LEE CPMY 2007 – Beautifully appointed 4 SRs, on deck
master, enclosed pilothouse w/skylounge, 2 SRs in crew w/lounge. 2X CAT C32,
1,650 HP, 22k cruise, 2X 40kW Northern Lights. Contact Marty Isenberg 954-448-0561.

2011/12 151’ MARCO POLO SERIES – MAZU is nearing completion. Slight
refinements to the second of her series givin fabulous unique range and comfort in a
proven new offering. Contact Marty Isenberg (Factory Representative) 954-448-0561.

BRAvO 78’ CHEOY LEE 2008 - Spacious Sylvia Bolton interior w/rich Sappelle wood.
3 SRs, crew aft/roomy lounge. 2x CAT C3412E’s. 1,400 HP each, 2x 30kW Northern
Lights gens. 2 available 2008 & low hour 2009. Contact Marty Isenberg 954-448-0561.

CHEOY LEE 72' COCKPIT MOTORYACHT 2003   - Excellent 3 SR layout with
crew quarters, country style galley,  “C” rated CAT 3412’s, Fish rigged.
Captain maintained with low hours. Contact Marty Isenberg 954-448-0561.

CHEOY LEE 72' COCKPIT MY 2006 - Spacious, 3 SRs + crew. Country galley, 2
helms. Low hours C-18 CATs 1000 HP. Well equipped. Custom fold down arch, air draft
18’6”. Impeccable!! Now in South F   lorida. Contact Marty Isenberg 954-448-0561.

BRAvO 81’ CHEOY LEE MY 2002 - Many upgrades, turnkey. Capt maintained in
excellent condition. Incredible layout. Full beam master, his & her heads, 2 guest
SR’s ensuite heads, country kitchen. Our trade. Contact Cheoy Lee 954-527-0999. 

MARQUIS 59’ MOTOR YACHT 2005 - Beautiful layout  in 3 stateroom arrange-
ment.  Hydraulic swim platform. Well maintained. Many new upgrades. Priced
to sell. Contact Cheoy Lee 954-527-0999.

NEW SERENITY SERIES 68’ by CHEOY LEE – Luxurious 4 SRs long range yacht
built to stringent standards. 2011 Model on its way. Full warranties, being sold as
new. Reduced factory pricing. Great opportunity. Contact Cheoy Lee 954-527-0999.

FACTORY PRICING

FACTORY 
PRICING

REDUCED
PRICING
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◆

147’ MARCO POLO - The Journey, A Proven Concept 

     

A proven concept, the Marco Polo’s initial journey for shakedown
purposes was to Antibes via the Suez Canal departing from Hong
Kong. She performed with effortless grace and precision boasting
commercial dependability exceeding her creators expectations
throughout the journey.  She was the first of her type in a continuing
series, proving her designer’s (Ron Holland) concept and the
quality of her builder (Cheoy Lee Shipyards), setting a new world
standard.

Ron Holland’s primary goal was to design a yacht for the very
experienced yachtsman. Offering excellent efficiency and sea
keeping ability in the most extreme geographic regions with the
highest possible levels of reliability and proven commercial naval
architecture as well as ultimate comfort through a high level of
detail in the interior
design.  

The Marco Polo’s
hull features fine forward water lines that fair into a low
volume bulbous bow that drew on the recent experience
of the latest military vessels. This approach maximizes the
ability of the hull to penetrate rough water conditions with
reduced resistance and pitching moments, yet retains the
advantage of increased range that the bulbous bow will
produce. Soft mid sections and clean aft exit lines work
together to ease the hull through any sea conditions, no

YI Spread_Layout 1  3/14/11  3:16 PM  Page 1



Please contact Marty Isenberg (Factory Representative) 
954-448-0561  •  martyi@cheoylee.com

With the recent launching of Mazu sistership
to Marco Polo, hull #5000 for Cheoy Lee
Shipyards.  Marco Polo has served her
position as ambassador to her mission.
She is now presented with great opportunity
at factory pricing to a qualified buyer of
distinction.

matter how extreme. The Marco  Polo’s interior arrangement
is for 10 guests and up to 9 crew members that provides for
a very positive charter potential.  Also, a low operation cost
due to 35% fuel savings of the single engine configuration,
plus construction details aimed at low maintenance due to
her commercially engineered advantage. Being the very first
of her series and successfully achieving her mission with
extended voyages around the globe, Marco Polo has proven
her concept and her durability with flying colors.

Introducing  MAZU - 151’ Available April 2011

CHEOY LEE
SHIPYARDS

◆
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Specializing in the Sale, Purchase & Charter of the World’s Finest Yachts

Contact Clifford Allenby
Toll Free: 888-511-8863 • Cell: 954-647-5055 • Email: Callenby@aol.com • www.allenbyyachts.com

This 2008 President 106’ Tri-Deck Motoryacht sets 
the trend for larger fiberglass yachts being built with 
extremely high quality and craftsmanship. “D-FENCE” 
boasts a 24’ beam with walk around decks. In addition, 
her lightweight construction enables her to cruise at 
displacement or planing speeds. This pedigree yacht 
is fully equipped with state of-the-art electronics, 
machinery and equipment. This Tri-Deck Motoryacht 
is ready to cruise. Her innovative design and spacious 
layout sets a new standard for mid-sized Tri-Deck 
Motoryachts in her class. Trades considered. *Not for 
sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

“Splash”
100’ Rayburn MY 2008

This 2008 President 106’ Tri-Deck Motoryacht sets 
the trend for larger fiberglass yachts being built with 
extremely high quality and craftsmanship. “D-FENCE” 

“D-Fence”
106’ President MY 2008

“Splash”“Splash”“Splash”
An exquisite custom built Motoryacht that is virtually new. 
Popular C-32 Cat engines, 1650 HP, 2 Northern Lights 
gen sets, electrical power converter, bow & stern thrusters. 
Equipped with state of-the-art electronics & equipment & built 
to the highest standards. Superior joinery w/African Sapele 
Mahogany wood & custom inlays. A spacious 4 stateroom 
layout w/2 additional staterooms for crew. The spacious 
salon is very comfortable with custom furnishings. There is a 
formal dining area for 8. The galley is open & very spacious 
including an island cooking station and breakfast dinette. The 
enclosed sky lounge features navigation & helm station, aft is 
a dinette seating area w/a full sit down wet bar and L-shaped 
dining settee. The outside bar and seating is underneath a 
hardtop. Aft of the sky lounge is a 6 person custom Jacuzzi 
w/a very spacious boat deck. A must see! *Not for sale or 
charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

CENTRAL AGENT

CENTRAL AGENT
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“Claire” 115’ Broward Motoryacht 
“Claire” represents the finest example of Browards 24’  beam raised pilothouse motoryacht. Accommodates 
8 guest in 4 luxurious  staterooms, country style open galley w/center island and spacious  settee. Salon 
features oversized windows for unobstructed views, formal  dining for 8 persons, Spacious aft deck w/wet bar, 
flat screen TV,  dining and seating for 8. Spiral stairway access to flybridge,  Flybridge features a 4 person 
therapeutic Jacuzzi, wet bar, sun lounges and alfresco dining area. “Claire” is in pristine condition and the owner 
has  spared no expense keeping the this yacht updated & in top yacht condition. Priced for immediate sale. 

“GALE WINDS” 112’ Westport MY 2006
This wide-beam four stateroom Motoryacht is fully equipped with the latest technology in both 
entertainment and navionics systems. Her interior is finished in warm cherry wood, Italian marbles and 
polished granite. “GALE WINDS” has a wonderful layout providing plenty of space for entertaining and 
dining in several different environments including a spacious aft deck, flybridge bar and sun lounge. The 
16V2000 series engines provide “GALE WINDS” the capabilities to achieve speeds of up to 24 knots. 
This shallow draft Westport Motoryacht is one of the most comfortable & quiet running yachts in her class.

“KRISHELLE” 95’ Intermarine MY 2001 
Features include popular DDEC 12V2000 engines, twin 45 KW Northern Lights gen sets, full walk around 
decks, spacious flybridge with wet bar, sunning areas and dining settee. Spacious aft deck is complete with 
wet bar and TV. A “Country style” kitchen with open galley has roomy wrap around seating. Accommodations 
for six in three staterooms. Built to ABS Classification and currently is in class. “KRISHELLE” is set apart 
from the rest in quality, design, equipment, anigre joinery, interior decor and over all condition. A must see 
for anyone looking for the perfect Motoryacht in the 100’ range! Trades considered.

Specializing in the Sale, Purchase & Charter of the World’s Finest Yachts

Contact Clifford Allenby
Toll Free: 888-511-8863 • Cell: 954-647-5055 • Email: Callenby@aol.com • www.allenbyyachts.com

“Claire” 115’ Broward Motoryacht“Claire” 115’ Broward Motoryacht“Claire” 115’ Broward Motoryacht

“GALE WINDS” 112’ Westport MY 2006“GALE WINDS” 112’ Westport MY 2006“GALE WINDS” 112’ Westport MY 2006“GALE WINDS” 112’ Westport MY 2006

“KRISHELLE” 95’ Intermarine MY 2001 “KRISHELLE” 95’ Intermarine MY 2001 “KRISHELLE” 95’ Intermarine MY 2001 “KRISHELLE” 95’ Intermarine MY 2001 “KRISHELLE” 95’ Intermarine MY 2001 

“ISLAND TIME” 105’ Broward MY
Extensive refit in 2006. Accommodations for 6 guests & 4 crew, spacious aft deck for lounging and 
alfresco dining. Sophisticated contemporary interior, country style galley with custom granite & stainless 
steel appliances. A/C Lazarette with dive gear, dive compressor, freezers, commercial ice machine, etc. 
Aft deck flat screen TV, spiral stairway to flybridge, sun lounge with Jacuzzi, flybridge flat screen TV, all the 
toys! Updated pilot house electronics including underwater camera system and underwater lights. A must 
see! Seller will consider aircraft trade. *Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.CENTRAL AGENT

CENTRAL AGENT
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HARBOUR ISLAND 180' (55M) - DELIVERY 2011.  
6 SR’S. C.A. Jim Eden 954.258.3434
C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

PENNY MAE 138' (42M) RICHMOND 2004/09. 6 SR’S   
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167 

PIANO BAR 157' (48M) PICCHIOTTI 1982/2005. 6 SR’S 
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167 

VICTORIA DEL MAR 121' (37M) MOONEN 2001/08.  
5 SR’S. C.A. Jim Eden 954.258.3434
C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

JEANNIETINI 75' (23M) LAZZARA 2007. 4 SR'S
C.A. Brad Topovski 754.422.9781

MI SUEÑO 190' (58M) TRINITY 2010. 7 SR’S 
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167
C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

OCTOPUSSY 143' (44M) HEESEN 1988. 5 SR’S
C.A. Noell Vawter 954.391.3550

MINE GAMES 164' (50M) TRINITY 2007. 5 SR’S 
J.C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253 
J.C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096

BRAZIL 131' (40M) HEESEN 1993.  5 SR’S
C.A. David Nichols 954.682.6853

QUIVIRA 116' (35M) BENETTI 1979/2008. 5 SR’S
C.A. Bruce Schattenburg 954.328.4329

FOUR ACES 183' (56M) BENETTI 2005/08. 6 SR’S 
C.A. Noell Vawter 954.391.3550
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

STANLEY Z 142' (43M) TRINITY 2003. 5 SR’S
C.A. David Nichols 954.682.6853

C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

ANJILIS 161' (49M) TRINITY 2009. 5 SR’S
C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 
C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253 

CAPRICE 123' (37M) OCEANCO 1994.  4 SR’S
C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253 
C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096

MOON RIVER 101' (31M) PALMER JOHNSON1997/09.  
4 SR’S. C.A. Michael Mahan 954.439.5049 
C.A. Simon Gibson 561.779.9534

*

*

*

*

*

INTERNATIONAL YACHT COLLECTION

888 213.7577 | info@iyc.com | www.iyc.com



Not for Sale or Charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters*ALSO FOR CHARTERPRICE REDUCTIONNEW CENTRAL

HARBOUR ISLAND 180' (55M) - DELIVERY 2011.  
6 SR’S. C.A. Jim Eden 954.258.3434
C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

MIA ELISE 164' (50M) TRINITY 2010. 6 SR’S 
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167
C.A. Michael Mahan 954.439.5049

PENNY MAE 138' (42M) RICHMOND 2004/09. 6 SR’S   
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167 

DOMANI 145' (44M) BENETTI VISION 2004. 5 SR’S
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167  
C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096

PIANO BAR 157' (48M) PICCHIOTTI 1982/2005. 6 SR’S 
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167 

BLIND DATE  161' (49M) TRINITY 2009. 5 SR’S 
J.C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167
J.C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

VICTORIA DEL MAR 121' (37M) MOONEN 2001/08.  
5 SR’S. C.A. Jim Eden 954.258.3434
C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

RED  SAPPHIRE 128' (39M) HEESEN 1999. 5 SR’S 
J.C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

JEANNIETINI 75' (23M) LAZZARA 2007. 4 SR'S
C.A. Brad Topovski 754.422.9781

MR. ED 97' (30M) MAIORA 1991/2009. 4 SR’S 
C.A. David Nichols 954.682.6853

LADY LINDA 187' (57M) TRINITY- DELIVERY 2011. 6 SR’S 
C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096
C.A. John F. Dane 228.223.7144

CHEVY TOY 157' (48M) TRINITY 2004. 5 SR’S 
C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096
C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253  

WHEELS 164' (50M) TRINITY 2009. 6 SR’S
C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253 

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

BLIND DATE 134' (41M) LURSSEN 1995. 4 SR’S  
J.C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

ANNA J 120' (37M) PALMER JOHNSON 2000/10. 4 SR’S 
C.A. Kevin Bonnie +33.616.39.1959

QUANTUM OF SOLACE 170' (52M) BENETTI 2001/09. 
6 SR’S. J.C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

ONE MORE TOY 155' (47M) CHRISTENSEN 2001. 6 SR’S 
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

LIONSHARE 130' (40M) HEESEN 1987/2009. 
5 SR’S. C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167 

C.A. Noell Vawter 954.391.3550

CHRISTINE  100' (31M) BROWARD 1992. 4 SR’S
C.A. David Nichols 954.682.6853

ZOOM ZOOM ZOOM 161' (49M) TRINITY 2005. 5 SR’S 
C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

* * *

*

*

BROKERAGE | NEW CONSTRUCTION | CHARTER | MANAGEMENT

FT. LAUDERDALE (954) 522.2323  |  PALM BEACH (561) 844.2144  |  MONACO (+377) 97 98 24 24

NASSAU (242) 363.4458  |  NEWPORT (401) 849.0834  |  ST MAARTEN (599) 544.2515



 

Bahia Mar Yachting Center
801 Seabreeze Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

P: (954) 522-9577  
F: (954) 522-9576 

www.killianyacht.com

Broker- New Construc- Manage- Charter

Please visit:  www.killianyacht.com to view all our spectacular yachts!

Brokerage New Construction       Management     Charter

•• Conveniently•Located•on•the•US•East•Coast
•• Modern•Classic•with•8•Generous•En-Suite•Staterooms
•• Astounding•Head-Turner,•Luxuriously•Decadent!

•• Five•En-Suite•Staterooms•/•Sleeps•10
•• Extensive•Refit•/•Over•3•Million•Spent
•• Jacuzzi,•Grill•&•All•Amenities
•• Asking:•$2,396,000•/•Serious•Seller

108' MOTORSAILOR GULET 2004, QUASART

102' AZIMUT, TEXAS STAR

85M / 280', SUPERYACHT ARJUNA 
•• Designed•and•Powered•by•Rolls-Royce•Marine
•• Featuring•State•of•the•Art•Equipment•&•Technology
•• Project•Management•with•Killian•Yacht•&•Ship•

•• New•Generation•of•Well•Proven•Vessel•Design
•• Aluminum•Construction,•4000+•NM•Range
•• Built•in•Quality•Shipyard•of•Your•Choice!

226' LUXURY EXPEDITION SHIP, SARSEN
•• 7000•Range•Ice•Class,•Helo-Capable,•Swimming•Pool
•• Sleeps•12•owners/guests•in•6•Suites,•Gym,•Jacuzzi,•Spa•
•• Fully•Founded,•Virtually•Unlimited•Global•Possibilites

115'5" GREENBAY MARINE LTD.
•• Five•Luxurious•En-Suite•Staterooms
•• Main•Deck•Master•Suite•/•Great•for•Charter
•• ABS•&•MCA,•Numerous•Trans-Ocean•Passages
•• Asking•$2,500,000•-•Motivated.•Bring•Offer!

127' CAMPER & NICHOLSON, REVELATION II
•• A•Stunning•Classic,•Master-Showpiece•Yacht
•• Fully•Modernized•Amenities,•Updated•Equipment
•• Lloyd's•Registered,•MCA•Capable,•Ready•to•Cruise

144' CUSTOM PROJECT 2014, DUTCH TREAT

92' HATTERAS, DAYDREAM IV
•• Four•Luxurious•En-Suite•Staterooms
•• Like•New•18'•Jet•Tender•and•Low•Profile•Davit
•• Approx•800•Original•Engine•Hours
•• WORLD'S•BEST•BUY•-•Asking:•$2,600,000
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Bahia Mar Yachting Center
801 Seabreeze Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

P: (954) 522-9577  
F: (954) 522-9576 

www.killianyacht.com

Broker- New Construc- Manage- Charter

Phone (954) 522-9577 or e-mail: info@killianyacht.com  

Brokerage New Construction       Management     Charter

•• Three•Stateroom•Layout•Sleeps•6•
•• Fully•Enclosed•Custom•Factory•Flybridge
•• Cockpit•with•Transom•Door,•Great•for•Diving•&•Fishing
•• Extremely•Motivated•Seller•Wants•It•Gone!

•• 5•Staterooms•/•Main•Deck•Master•/•Separate•Crew
•• Superb•Wood•and•Stone•Interior•-•Must•See!
•• Spacious•Gourmet•Galley•-•Fit•for•a•Master•Chef

58' WESTBAY, MEGABYTE

115'2" SOVEREIGN, GOLDEN BOY II

150' TRINITY, VITA
•• Sleeps•12•in•5•Staterooms•/•Full•Beam•Main•Deck•Master
•• Stunning•Walnut,•Lavish•Stone•and•Marble•Interior
•• Meticulous•Private•Yacht,•World's•Best•Value!

•• 151'•2007•CAT•Powered•-•Light•Use
•• 151'•2008•MTU•Powered•-•Like•New
•• 152'•2005•CAT•Powered•-•Award•Winning•Interior

140' to 250' LUXURY SAILING YACHTS 
•• Attractive•Selection•of•Late•Model•Sailing•Yachts•
•• Prices•Have•Never•Been•Better.•Now•'s•the•Time•to•Buy!
•• Please•Inquire•to•Receive•the•Latest•Market•Info

142'1" PALMER JOHNSON, PURE BLISS 
•• 5•Luxurious•En-Suite•Staterooms•/•Sleeps•12
•• Classic•Stunning•Interior•Craftsmanship
•• Astounding•Opportunity•-Asking:•$7,450,000

114' HATTERAS, LADY DOROTHY
•• 4•Large•Staterooms,•Sleeps•8•Owners•/•Guests
•• Legendary•Hatteras•Quality•in•a•Custom•Built•Yacht
•• Price•Reduced,•Excellent•Value,•Rare•Opportunity

151' NORTHERN MARINE - Three Available!

112' WESTPORT
•• 4•Staterooms•/•Sleeps•8•Guests
•• Flybridge•with•Hardtop,•Bar,•Grill•&•Jacuzzi
•• Gorgeous•Granite•and•Stone•Throughout
•• Desirable•Layout•with•Salon•Bar

•FOR•SALE•/•ALSO•CHARTER

Not•for•sale•or•charter•to•US•residents•while•in•US•waters

Not•for•sale•or•charter•to•US•residents•while•in•US•waters
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fraseryachts.comA Tradition of Innovation

Sales | Charter | Management | Construction | Crew

fraseryachts.com

Monaco  + 377 93 100 450
Ft. Lauderdale  + 1 954 463 0600 
San Diego  + 1 619 225 0588
London  + 44 207 016 4480
Viareggio  + 39 0584 385090
Palma + 34 971 700445
Seattle   + 1 206 382 9494
Mexico City + 52 55 5004 0408
Auckland  + 64 9 302 0178
Casa De Campo  + 1 809 523 2208

SEVEN J’S | 34m (110’) | Lazzara | 2005 | 5,900,000 USD 
Five stateroom layout provides guest accommodations for 12. Satin finished cherry wood 
joinery throughout.  Outfitted for serious fishing and diving. Large aft deck, flybridge w / 
Jacuzzi tub and “Country Kitchen” style galley. Private financing possible. 
Josh Gulbranson | Ft. Lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | josh.gulbranson@fraseryachts.com

SEA BOWLD | 53m (174’) | Oceanfast | 2004 
She cruises at 26 knots with a 3400nm range at 12 knots. She has an owner’s stateroom 
on the bridge deck, plus four guest suites and superb outside deck spaces. With the highest 
classification from Germanischer Lloyds and an HSS Sea Bowld is without parallel.

LAZZARA LSX 92 | 28m (92’) | Lazzara | 2009 | 7,500,000 USD 
Edge Features make the LSX 92 stand apart from the rest, including a bold new styling, 
an expansive flybridge, a private water level terrace, a retractable aft sun deck shade, a 
spacious floor plan and Quad Volvo-Penta Quad IPS II drive units. 
Jose Arana, Jr. | Ft. Lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | jose.aranajr@fraseryachts.com

PRINCESS SARAH | 43m (142’) | Richmond Yachts | 2007 | 19,900,000 USD 
This is a 142’ Richmond 2007 - 6 Stateroom with on deck master, very gracious salon. MCA 
Class. She is in pristine condition. 

Scott French | Ft. Lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | scott.french@fraseryachts.com

ACE OF DIAMONDS | 34m (112’) | Hakvoort | 1988/2006  
She has only 600 hours on her new engines. She is a proven fish raising machine yet with the 
comfort of a large yacht. Owners stateroom on deck, near perfect condition. Picture does not 
show new hardtop. She was completely rebuilt in 2006 at her builder.
Stuart Larsen | Ft. Lauderdale + 1 954 463 0600 | stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com

SEA BIRD | 34m (112’) | Westport | 2000/2008 | POA
Beautifully maintained Wesport 112 with numerous upgrades and custom features, 
complete interior refit 2008-09. KVH broadband, all new AVIT, new Teak decks, 
Tender & Mechanicals done in 2009. Seabird is the absolute nicest 112 on the market!
Jeff Partin | Ft. Lauderdale +1 954 463 0600 | jeff.partin@fraseryachts.com Stuart Larsen | Ft. Lauderdale + 1 954 463 0600 | stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com

MARLENA II | 32m (105’) | Overmarine | 2005 | 4,250,000 EUR  
An ample aft deck includes a dinning table and sun loungers aft, whilst the fore deck 
supports a shaded sun pad. Two large salons and four ensuite staterooms.
Jose Arana Jr.        | Ft. Lauderdale + 1 954 463 0600 | jose.aranajr@fraseryachts.com
Thorsten Giesbert | Palma               + 34 971 700445  | thorsten.giesbert@fraseryachts.com 

MYSTIQUE | 50m (165’) | Oceanfast | 1988/2010 | 15,900,000 USD 
This extraordinarily beautiful and unique yacht was designed by Jon Bannenberg 
and built by Oceanfast. She is shallow and fast which make her ideal for Bahamas  
and East Coast cruising.
Jody O’Brien | Ft. Lauderdale + 1 954 463 0600 | jody.obrien@fraseryachts.com

S.Q.N. | 39m (127’) | Alloy Yachts | 2003 | 10,900,000 USD 
S.Q.N. is a high pedigree vessel, with 4 generous staterooms plus a gym. She has an 
exquisite flybridge designed for outdoor entertaining, plus a Jacuzzi. The styling and 
engineering is exceptional, with systems usually seen on far larger vessels.
Jody O’Brien | Ft. Lauderdale + 1 954 463 0600 | jody.obrien@fraseryachts.com

Not for sale to US residents while in US waters.

Not for sale to US residents while in US waters.

Not for sale to US residents while in US waters.
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New Construction
Westport 164

New Construction
Westport 112

New Construction
Westport 130

New Construction
Westport 98

New Construction
Pacific Mariner 85

954.316.6364
Pacific mariner • WestPort

2957 State Road 84. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
info@westportyachtsales.com  •  www.westportyachts.com

SCOTT HAUCK  •  CHriS JUne  •  BryAn LOng  •  Andrew MiLeS  •  CAMM MOOre  •  MArK PeCK  

 CLAUde rACine  •  rALPH rAULin  •  ALex rOgerS  •  JOHn VArgA  •  MiKe wiLLiAMS

130’ Westport Tri-Deck MY 2002  “MARY ALICE II” — Camm Moore, C.A.

120’ Sovereign 1999 “MY-CHELLE’ — Bryan Long/Scott Hauck, C.A.’s

114’ Hatteras 1994 “LADY MONROE” — Alex Rogers / Chris June, C.A.’s

112’ Westport RPHMY 2007/2008 — Bryan Long, C.A.

106’ Westport RPHMY 2003/2004 “DULCINEA” — Mike Williams, C.A.

Not for sale to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters

Not for sale to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters
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SINCE 1964

www.wEStportyaChtS.Com

97’ Hargrave 2005
Camm Moore, C.A.

92’ Crescent 2002
Alex Rogers, C.A.

92’ Tarrab 2002
Andrew Miles, C.A.

88’ West Bay 2003
Andrew Miles, C.A.

88’ Horizon 2005
Mike Williams, C.A.

85’ Pacific Mariner 2008
Claude Racine, C.A.

80’ Hatteras FBMY 2006
Chris June, C.A.

78’ West Bay 2002
Claude Racine, C.A.

75’ Hatteras 2001
Alex Rogers, C.A.

74’ Jones-Goodell PHMY 1990
Bryan Long/Scott Hauck, C.A.’s

70’ Symbol 2006/2007
Chris June, C.A.

70’ Viking 2008
Andrew Miles, C.A.

68’ Sea Ray 2005
Claude Racine, C.A.

66’ Ocean SF 1999
Bryan Long, C.A.

65’ Pacific Mariner 2005
John Varga, C.A.

65’ Pacific Mariner 2001
Andrew Miles, C.A.

64’ Hatteras 2007
John Varga / Claude Racine, C.A.’s

64’ Queenship 2000
Mark Peck, C.A.

62’ Azimut 2008
Mark Peck, C.A.

58’ Jefferson 2004
Andrew Miles, C.A.
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Sharing Your Passion for Yachting

YAC H T I N G 
PA RT N E R S
INTERNATIONAL

YPI Brokerage

brokerage@ypigroup.com

Monaco +377 99 99 97 97

YPI Management 

management@ypigroup.com 

Monaco +377 99 99 97 97

 

YPI Crew

crew@ypigroup.com 

France +33 492 904 610

YPI Charter

charter@ypigroup.com

France +33 493 340 100

www.ypigroup.com

A member of the          Group

SUMMER OFFER
Book one week or more on Charisma in the Med this summer 
before June 1st through YPI Charter and get 
25% off a Caribbean charter next winter*

CHARISMA
Feadship 46.63m (153ft)
12 Guests/11 Crew

From US$ 175,000 per week

New to charter?
Ask for our 
Introductory Charter Pack 

For more info on this offer or 
our Charter Pack contact
Fiona Maureso on: 
+33 (0) 493 340 100
or
charter@ypigroup.com

Guide

The

Yacht Charter

to

*Terms and conditions apply, contact us for details
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Luxury motor yachts from 
43 feet to over 46 meters

Luxury motor yachts from 
43 feet to over 46 meters

Sunseeker Florida  l  Monty's Marina  l  2550 South Bayshore Drive  l  Coconut Grove  l  Florida 33133 USA  l  Tel. 305-856-4050
Sunseeker Ft Lauderdale  l  1535 SE 17 Street  l  Fort Lauderdale  l  Florida 33316 USA  l  Tel. 954 463 3888

Sunseeker Tampa  l  13916 Chandron Drive  l  Odessa  l  Florida 33556 USA  l  Tel. 813 997 0503

Sunseeker nautikos group – the americas' premier dealer

Offi cial Sunseeker Distributor Offi cial Sunseeker Distributor

Visit our website at www.sunseekerfl a.com l email info@sunseekerfl a.com

Sunseeker Mexico  l  Fuente de Piramides #1-207  l  Lomas de Tecamachalco  l  Naucalpan, Estado de Mexico 53950  l  Tel. (52-55) 5589 80 62
Sunseeker Brazil  l  Av. Moreira Guimarães, 1380, CEP 04074-020 – Moema  l  São Paulo – SP  l  Brasil  l  Tel. +55 11 5533 7799

SUNSEEKER NAUTIKOS GROUP – THE PRE-OWNED PORTFOLIO

Visit our website at www.sunseekerfl a.com l email info@sunseekerfl a.com

2009 Predator 108 – US$7,699,000 – Dealer ApprovedManhattan 73 – NEW MODEL

Manhattan 63 – NEW MODEL

Predator 60 – NEW MODEL

2004 75 Yacht – US$2,300,000

2008 Predator 62 – US$1,399,000

2005 Predator 68 – US$1,395,000

2010 Predator 84 – US$5,900,000 

2010 Predator 74 – US$4,100,000 

2009 Predator 52 – US$1,349,000

 2007 Portofi no 53 – US$990,000 – Dealer Approved

Amazing throughout and best specifi cation, 3 x 2,400 MTU diesel engines 
matched to Arneson drives for high performance! Black hull, 4 cabins, 
walnut wood.

The new Manhattan 73 is the best in her class, offering increased volume. 
With four cabins, the immense feel of space all around the interior is widely 
apparent. The main saloon is on one single, sweep-through level, providing 
a vast entertainment space. With all the design and comfort features of 
her larger sisters from the Sunseeker range, the hugely anticipated new 
Manhattan 73 is now available.

The new Manhattan 63 is a perfect example of a boat that packs innovation, 
luxury and performance all in one. With traditional shaft option or the option 
of IPS drives. Interior options offer upper or lower deck galley, three or four 
staterooms. Saloon and entertainment space has been increased giving the 
sense of a much larger yacht when aboard. Already in huge demand, do not 
hesitate to inquire for further details.

The new Predator 60, a 40-knot speedster with optimised space throughout. 
Hard opening top, a choice of engines and option in drive systems. Luxury is 
extended throughout with a large main deck area providing space for dining 
and entertaining. A garage provides storage for tender or jet ski. Three guest 
cabins offer a high level of comfort. A thoroughbred Sunseeker, the Predator 
60 must be on the wish list!

Twin MAN 1300hp diesel engines, four en suite cabins, cherry gloss wood, 
cream soft furnishings. New exterior teak throughout, antifoul and fully 
polished 2011!

Twin 1100hp MAN diesel engines. Beautiful lines, white hull, crew cabin, 
three cabins cherry satin wood. Super maintenance with no cost spared, many 
upgrades in 2010 inc new Garmin HD navigation, cushions and television work.

Twin 1300hp MAN engines, black hull with cream top sides, aft deck 
doors, cherry satin wood, superb maintenance. Excellent performance 
with awesome lines.

One of a kind! 2 x MTU M94 2,650hp diesel engines matched to Arneson 
drives, blistering performance 45+ knots! Four en suite cabins, perfect condition. 
Best in world!

Huge specifi cation, custom exterior paint and interior furnishings, 2 x 1800 
MAN diesel engines, sport fl ybridge, tender garage, stunning on the water!

Twin 800hp MAN diesel engines, black hull, custom lighting throughout. 
Cherry satin wood, three cabins, crew cabin. Superb condition and 
captain maintained.

Twin Caterpillar C12 – 715hp, navy blue hull, three cabins, large open cockpit 
with tender garage. High specifi cation and is nicest available. 
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'Best in World' 

– Sunseeker customer 

service award 2010
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a vast entertainment space. With all the design and comfort features of 
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sense of a much larger yacht when aboard. Already in huge demand, do not 
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extended throughout with a large main deck area providing space for dining 
and entertaining. A garage provides storage for tender or jet ski. Three guest 
cabins offer a high level of comfort. A thoroughbred Sunseeker, the Predator 
60 must be on the wish list!

Twin MAN 1300hp diesel engines, four en suite cabins, cherry gloss wood, 
cream soft furnishings. New exterior teak throughout, antifoul and fully 
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Twin 1100hp MAN diesel engines. Beautiful lines, white hull, crew cabin, 
three cabins cherry satin wood. Super maintenance with no cost spared, many 
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FL., NY., NJ., TX. FL., NY., NJ. Locations in 19 states FL., NY., NJ., MD. Locations in 18 states

PURCHASING A NEW YACHT IS A SERIOUS CONSIDERATION AND MARINEMAX CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH WORLD CLASS SERVICES. IT 

IS THE COMPANY THAT YOU WANT AS YOUR PROFESSIONAL PARTNER. THE MARINEMAX TEAM IS COMPRISED OF THE TOP INDUS-

TRY SALES AND SERVICE PROFESSIONALS WITH HUNDREDS OF YEARS OF COMBINED EXPERIENCE.

ENJOY THE PIECE OF MIND THAT COMES FROM DEALING WITH A STRONG COMPANY THAT IS TRADED ON THE NEW YORK STOCK 

EXCHANGE (SYMBOL HZO) AND RECEIVE THE VERY BEST OF CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE CONSULTING THROUGH 

THE PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP.

MARINEMAX REPRESENTS FIVE MAJOR PREMIUM YACHT BRANDS IN THE UNITED STATES AND HAS LISTINGS ON OVER 2,000 PRE-

OWNED AND BROKERAGE BOATS AND YACHTS ON WWW.MARINEMAX.COM. DISCOVER THE MARINEMAX DIFFERENCE. PROFES-

SIONAL, EXPERIENCED, KNOWLEDGEABLE, SUBSTANTIAL, TRUSTED!

VISIT MARINEMAX.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO EXPLORE OUR
COMPLETE INVENTORY OF NEW, PRE-OWNED AND BROKERAGE YACHTS.

Hatteras 60 MY

Azimut 72 S Azimut 53

Azimut 38

Hatteras 72

THE WORLD’S LARGEST RECREATIONAL
BOAT AND YACHT DEALER

MarineMax Yachts 2011 Premier SHOWING
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Hatteras GT60 60 Hatteras CV64 Hatteras CV68 Hatteras ENC FB

68 Hatteras CV 77 Hatteras CV

Hatteras GT60 60 Hatteras CV64 Hatteras CV68 Hatteras ENC FB

HATTERAS YACHTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

New Model!
Just Introduced!

GT54 & GT63 Premiered
at the Miami Int’l Boat Show.

CABO 44HTX

CABO 40 EXP CABO 36 EXP CABO 32 EXP

CABO 45 EXP CABO 40 FLYBRIDGE

at the Miami Int’l Boat Show.at the Miami Int’l Boat Show.

CABO 45 EXP CABO 40 FLYBRIDGE

CABO YACHTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

New Model!
Just Introduced!

Premiered at the
Ft. Lauderdale & Miami Int’l Boat Show.Ft. Lauderdale & Miami Int’l Boat Show.Ft. Lauderdale & Miami Int’l Boat Show.

PRE-OWNED AND BROKERAGE 

HATTERAS & CABO YACHTS EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTED IN FL, NY, NJ & HATTERAS YACHTS IN TX.
MAJOR YACHT SERVICE FACILITIES ALONG THE ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS FROM NEW YORK TO TEXAS

 (888) - 574-6481
COMPLETE INVENTORY, LISTING INFORMATION, PRICES, SPECIFICATIONS AND PHOTOS AT MARINEMAX.COM

68’ HATTERAS CONVERTIBLE W/MEZZANINE 2007
STOCK# 91174. CONTACT SCOTT ROBERTON, CLEARWATER, FL (727) 638-7890

38’ CABO FLYBRIDGE 2009
STOCK #74894. CONTACT J.C. SCHWALBACK, FT. MYERS, FL. (888) 635-1738

77’ HATTERAS ENCLOSED FLYBRIDGE CONVERTIBLE 2007
STOCK #89842. CONTACT STEVE KLEEMAN POMPANO YACHT CENTER (954) 618-0440

HATTERAS YACHTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Experience The Excellence

HATTERAS & CABO YACHTS EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTED IN FL, NY, NJ & HATTERAS YACHTS IN TX.

ABACO BEACH RESORT

MAY 3-7, 2011
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1986 127’ Feadship Tri-deck
Five Staterooms | Priced to Sell

Make Offer

1996 115’ Greenbay Marine
5 Staterooms | ABS Certified 

Not Offered To US Residents While In US Waters

1993 105’ Broward  
Raised Pilothouse  
New Engines 2002

1995 100’ Mangusta
Bring All Offers! | Trades Considered! 

Asking $1,595,000

1988 95’ Broward PHMY
Motivated Seller | Bring Offers

92’ Jones Goodell Yacht Fisherman
4 Stateroom

Reduced to $1,499,000

1999 90’ Cheoy Lee 
Motivated Seller

1986 86’ Stephens PMY
Extensive Extras | Trades Considered 

Asking $995,000 

1997 84’ Hatteras Elite Series
Recent Paint and Upgrades

2010 78’ Baia Atlantica
48 Knots

Full Factory Warranties

2002 75’ Fleming CMY
Mint Condition

2007 66’ Hampton
Sky Lounge | Fully Loaded 

Asking $1,595,000 | Bring Offers

2003 65’ Ocean Oydessey
Extensive Custom Upgrades with 

Flybridge Extension & Open Galley

1998 60’ Offshore PHMY
3 Staterooms | Galley Up

Priced To Sell

2009 47’ Sea Ray Sundancer
Zeus with Skyhook | 140 hours

Asking $599,000

YACHT 
   CHARTERS
YACHT 
   CHARTERS

Luxury 

Contact Bonnie Mims | Charter Manager 
(954) 294-0890 | Bonnie@BradfordMarineYachtSales.com

BRADFORD MARINEBRADFORD MARINE
YA C H T  S A L E SYA C H T  S A L E S

Luxury 

To Learn About These and Other Fine Vessels Contact Us at  
(954) 377-3900 or info@BradfordMarineYachtSales.com

Bradford Marine Yacht Sales, Inc. 
3051 West State Road 84 | Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312

• We offer Free Dockage for Sellers
• Undercover All-Weather Showroom
• Ask About Our Rewards Programs

1990 68’ Defever
Charity Says Liquidate
Newly Rebuilt Engines



Contact Whit Kirtland for More information
(305) 793-5886 | Whit@bradfordmarineyachtsales.com

joint CA with Rob Newton at Yachtzoo

BradfordMarineYachtSales.com

Bradford Marine is the source for all your yachting needs. 
Buy, Sell or Service your yacht with confidence

A Leader in the Marine Industry Since 1966

The Bradford Marine Advantage: 
•   Yacht Repair and Service at Six Locations

• Free Dockage for Yacht Sellers 

•   Special Rewards Programs 
for qualified central listings and managed charter yachts

•  Undercover All-Weather Yacht Showroom 

Grand Bahama Shipyard Port Everglades

Dania Cut Super Yacht Lauderdale Marine Center
Bradford Marine 
Fort Lauderdale

BradfordMarineYachtSales.com

Bradford Marine
Freeport, Bahamas

2011 125’ Northcoast Pilothouse Motor Yacht

Northcoast Yachts 

• New Construction

•  Built in the U.S.A. to RINA Classification

•  Raised Pilothouse with Full Walk-

Around Decks

• Caterpillar Power, 22 Knots Speed

•  Five Double Staterooms with On-Deck 

Master Suite

• Custom New Builds Also Available

• Located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida



Ft. LauderdaLe, FL  •  Southampton, uK  •  newport, rI  •  Bradenton, FL  •  annapoLIS, md

A tradition of excellence since 1969

90' McQueen Long Range MY 2003 
Contact Pam Barlow

80' SoutheRn ocean ShipYaRd 1981/2007
Contact Pam Barlow

92' paLMeR JohnSon 1973
Contact Andrew Cilla

88' S&S 1986, centeRboaRd cRuiSing
Contact Pam Barlow

62' LittLe haRboR 1982 
Contact Steve Deane

94' LazzaRa 2002
Contact Bill Orr

70' McMuLLen & Wing 1995 
Contact Steve Deane

SaLeS@LuKeBrown.com phone: 954-525-6617To  v i e w  o u r  e n t i r e  f l e e t  g o  t o  L u k eb rown . c om

110' Veb J WaRnke, conVeRted baLtic tug 1990
Contact Andrew Cilla

95' deVRieS LentSch 1970/2004 
Contact Pam Barlow

125' uRSa YachtS 2008
Contact Jim Wilkey

103' bRoWaRd 2000 
Contact Ron Morgenstein

135' bRoWaRd tRi-deck 1989/2011 
Contact Dana Cambon

73' FeRRetti 2003
Contact Ron McTighe

76' LazzaRa 1999
Contact Andrew Cilla

55' FLeMing 1998, huLL#79 
Contact Jason Dunbar

88' cheoY Lee 2005 bRaVo
Contact Jason Dunbar

76' St.auguStine MaRine ph tRaWLeR 2006
Contact Pam Barlow

SiSterShip

ON DeCK MASter

    N
OW $995,000

     NeW LiStiNG !

  DeAL peNDiNG

COMpLete reFit

eXpeDitiON YACht

100' bRoWaRd ph M/Y 1981/2010 
Contact Jason Dunbar
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F R AC T I O NA L  YAC H TS
since 1964

®

Fractional Yacht Ownership is the 
absolute best value in yachting today

1040 Bayview Drive, Suite # 528 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304 • Tel: 954.563.5808 
Fax: 954.563.7017 • www.monocleyachts.com • email: info@monocleyachts.com

The Monocle Fractional Yacht 
Ownership Concept

WHY CHOOSE FRACTIONAL?  
Since most yacht owners only use their vessels three or four weeks a year, fractional ownership has become 
the perfect choice over sole ownership. Charterers have also chosen fractional ownership because they like the 
certainty of their own yacht, always enjoying the same care free experience, with absolutely no ownership re-
sponsibility and only 1/4th the cost.  You are no longer forced to buy 100% of a Yacht that you are only going to 
use 10% of the time. One of the exciting benefits of being a Monocle Fractional owner is the unique opportunity 
to exchange weeks on other yachts in the fractional program throughout the world.  

OUR PROGRAM:
The purchase price of each yacht is divided into 5% & 10% shares entitling you to two or four weeks of use twice 
a year in different locations.  You can purchase as many shares as you will use.  With the onetime purchase of 
a share you become a member of the LLC that owns that particular yacht sharing in the operating expenses, the 
use of the yacht and all major decisions. Some yachts offer 5% ownership shares as low as $75,000 with annual 
expenses of $17,500, while others require a minimum purchase of a 25% share.

Each individual shareholder can sell their share at any time or the group can decide to sell the whole yacht or 
trade it in for a newer or larger vessel.

FOR EXAMPLE:

A brand new 100’ 4 stateroom yacht has a purchase price 

of $5M and spends $400,000 annually for operational costs.

Each 10% share has a onetime purchase price of $500,000

Each 10% shareholder will contribute $40,000 a year toward 

the total operational expenses.  They include crew payroll, 

insurance, maintenance repairs, supplies, management fees, 

etc. The only other expense is the cost of consumables while 

aboard.  They include food, fuel and dockage for you and your guests and average $3,000- $5,000 per week. 

There is a no tipping policy.

Included

   Specifications    New • 100’        New • 100’

   Total Purchase Price       $5M                  $500,000

   Annual Operating Expenses         $600,000               $40,000

   Crew          4                     4

   Destinations  Caribbean            Caribe/Med       

   Actual Annual Use                        4 Weeks               4 Weeks

   Pride of Ownership        All                   All

   Aggravation        All                 None 

Monocle Advantage               Individual          Fractional



  DESTINATION FOX HARB’R TOO  |  161' Trinity M/Y  |  From: $230,000 per wk.
Guests: 11  |  Crew: 10  |  Summer: Nova Scotia  |  Winter: Caribbean / Bahamas
Contact us for the ultimate yachting-golfi ng itinerary in Nova Scotia!

  SWEET ESCAPE  |  130' Christensen M/Y  |  From: $85,000 per wk.
Guests: 10  |  Crew: 7  |  Summer: New England  |  Winter: Caribbean / Bahamas
VSAT, gym, multiple tenders, waverunners & toys, fl exible layout, exemplary service.

  ARIOSO  |  130' Westport M/Y  |  From: $98,000 per wk.
Guests: 10  |  Crew: 7  |  Summer: Bahamas / New England  |  Winter: Caribbean
Stabilizers at anchor, VSAT constant wireless internet, tender, on-deck Jacuzzi.

  KALEEN  |  110' Broward M/Y  |  From: $35,000 per wk.
Guests: 8  |  Crew: 5  |  Summer: New England  |  Winter: Caribbean / Bahamas
Great family boat with all the toys (waverunners, kayaks, laser, etc.) and 35' tender.

  TRILOGY  |  90' Stephens M/Y  |  From: $29,500 per wk.
Guests: 8  |  Crew: 4  |  Summer: New England  |  Winter: Caribbean / Bahamas
Immaculate classic yacht, equal sized Master and VIP staterooms, charming crew. 

   VICTORIAN ROSE  |  63' Burger M/Y  |  From: $12,900 per wk.
Guests: 4  |  Crew: 2  |  Summer: New England  |  Winter: Florida
Completely refi t (better than new), ideal family yacht, competitively priced. 

Cruise New England in Style this Summer
E N J OY  A  LU X U RY  YAC H T  C H A RT E R  VAC AT I O N

OVER 1,000 YACHTS TO CHOOSE FROM   |   THE MOST BEAUTIFUL LOCALES   |   DISCREET, PERSONAL SERVICE 

CHARTER MANAGEMENT  |  954.527.2626

charter@churchillyachts.com  |  www.churchillyachts.com

YACHT CHARTERS  |  954.761.3237 

charter@rikkidavis.com  |  www.rikkidavis.com

CYP_YI_0511_CH6BT.indd   1 3/1/11   11:27 PM



Peter Kehoe & Associates
Yacht & Ship Brokers

Main Office: Sands Harbor Marina
101 North Riverside Drive, Suite 123, Pompano Beach Florida, 33062  •  Tel: (954) 767-9880  •  Fax: (954) 767-9884

Email: sales@peterkehoe.com  •  www.peterkehoe.com

“BELLA DONNA” 2008 87’ JOHNSON 
MOTOR YACHT. Like new, light use, 4 state-
rooms plus crew. This custom yacht is luxurious 
throughout with an abundance of amenities. 
Contact Joe Stetson.

2007 151 NORTHERN MARINE TRI-DECK   
Magnificent Super yacht offering a voluminous 
interior 30’9” beam with classic elegance in 
the Hull shape and lines.  For complete details 
contact Peter Kehoe.

“MARIA” 2001 68’ AZIMUT MY, 4 staterooms 
plus crew.  Her sleek style of Italian engineering 
and craftsmanship is carried throughout the 
entire vessel. Upgrades in ’09. Contact Peter 
Kehoe. 

“PARAMOUR”, 1998 92’ TARRAB, 1350 hp 
CATS. 4 stateroom all with en-suite baths. 2 crew 
cabins. Perfect yacht for entertaining family & 
guests or for charter. On display at the Miami 
Brokerage Show. Contact Peter Kehoe.

“CLUELESS” 1993 80’ PALMER JOHNSON MY, 
Fexas Design with 1150 hp MTU’s. 2 state-
rooms plus Captain Cabin. Magnificent interior 
with imported African wood. Upgrades in ’09. 
Contact Peter  Kehoe. 

“IN REEL DEEP” 2006 58’ DAVIS SPORTFISH. 
“ESTATE SALE”  Lightly used with low hour 
1675 hp Caterpillars. 3 staterooms 3 heads. 
Queen master midship. Excellent Condition! 
Contact Peter Kehoe. 

“PRETTY MUCH” 2003 59’ FERRETTI.  
This 3 stateroom European Express has style, 
comfort and gives top performance; 1050 hp 
MAN’s. Upper and lower helm has complete 
electronics. Contact Peter Kehoe

“JOJO” 2005 50’ CRUISERS. 275 hp CATS.  
This express has style, performance and is in 
pristine condition. 2 stateroom with queen 
master. A perfect yacht for family entertainment 
and Island cruising. Contact Peter Kehoe.

2010 150’ RICHMOND TRI-DECK. Brand New,  
MTU 2000 hp Mains. 6 Suites plus Captain & crew. 
Elegant Pavilk interior. Touch & go helipad. 
Excellent space on all levels for entertainment. 
Contact Peter Kehoe.

“LADY SINCLAIRE”  59’ FAIRLINE  MY.   
A  European style yacht with sophisticated 
styling and superb craftsmanship. A perfect 
Island cruiser with accommodations for 6 
guests in 3 staterooms. Contact Peter Kehoe.

2001 49’ CUSTOM SLOOP.  Merrill Stephens 
design, 135hp Perkins low hrs. 2 staterooms. 
Solid teak cabin. Interior has floral pattern 
fabrics for berth, salon and dinette. Top 
electronics. Our CA. 

2007 36’ TIARA EXPRESS.  Low hour 380 hp 
Cummins. Highly maintained in Pristine 
Condition! Fully equipped for fishing and 
perfect for all boating adventures. Contact 
Peter Kehoe.
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“You don’t have to own a yacht to own the experience.” 

Until now there have only been two choices for those desiring the definitive luxury lifestyle,               
yacht ownership or yacht charter. 

Outright yacht ownership is more than you need while with a charter you are essentially a guest.           
But no more… 

Chancellor introduces a new paradigm, fractional yacht ownership.  Imagine, the exclusivity of private 
yacht ownership without any of the maintenance, crew or financial headaches.  Whether you are new to 

yachting or simply want to upgrade to a larger vessel, we are the solution. 

Contact us today to find out how we can help you ‘own the experience.’    info@ChancellorYachts.com  

 

YACHTS ∙  CLUB ∙ AVIATION 

205 Worth Avenue, Suite 201 
Palm Beach, FL 33480 
Phone  561.630.2800 

Fax 561.740.8066 
www.ChancellorOnline.com 
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“You don’t have to own a yacht to own the experience.” 

Until now there have only been two choices for those desiring the definitive luxury lifestyle,               
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“You don’t have to own a yacht to own the experience.” 

Until now there have only been two choices for those desiring the definitive luxury lifestyle,               
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Visit us in West Palm Beach at our newest location in
Palm Harbor Marina

561-833-6060 • 400 North Flagler Drive, West Palm Beach, Florida

BENETTI
“DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER” 60M 2011

Completing construction August 2011. Call now for complete details on
this spectacular new build.

CHRISTENSEN
“REMEMBER WHEN” 162’ Trideck 2011

MTU 12V4000s, continuous duty rated. 6 staterooms including on deck
master. ABS & MC Unlimited Cruising Compliant. Extremely well
equipped for extended cruising or charter. 

LAZZARA
“UNPLUGGED” 94’ Motoryacht 2001

12V2000 MTUs, 3 stateroom plus crew quarters. Extremely well
equipped, flawless condition. Aggressively priced. See photos and full
specs at www.hmy.com.

LAZZARA
“LADY R” 84’ Motoryacht 2007

C-30 CATs, beautiful 5 stateroom layout, all the best equipment and options
and upgrades galore. Call HMY today for your private showing.

HARGRAVE
“CONTESSA” 68’ Motoryacht 2004

3406 CATs, impressive 3 stateroom layout with crew aft, custom interior.
No detail was left untouched on this splendid yacht.

HORIZON
“WIN WON” 73’ CPM/Y 2006

Desirable C-30 CATs w/5 year Platinum warranty, 3 stateroom plus 4th
crew or additional guest stateroom aft. Well equipped.

Not for sale or charter to US residents while in US waters.

TRIDENT 
“SAVOY” 126’ Motoryacht 1999

2500hp DDCs provide either 20 knot cruise or economical 13 knot cruise
burning just 70GPH. 4 staterooms and 3 crew plus captain quarters.

HARGRAVE
“DA BUBBA” 99’ Raised Pilothouse Motoryacht 2005

1550hp C-30 CATs, quality construction and design, beautifully detailed
with many custom features. Spacious 4 stateroom layout.Too many other
options to list.
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P R E V I O U S L Y  O W N E D  Y A C H T S

As a division of P.A.E., the developer and builder of Nordhavn trawlers, we are intimately familiar with each vessel on the market.
We also have listings of other quality power and sail vessels. Please call our office nearest you. www.nordhavn.com

YI-May11

A D D I T I O N A L  L I S T I N G S

Nordhavn Yachts NE • 222 Narragansett Blvd. • Portsmouth, RI 02871 • Tel: (401) 293-0910 • Fax: (401) 293-0914 • nesales@nordhavn.com
Nordhavn Yachts SE • 600 NW Dixie Hwy • Stuart, FL 34994 • Tel: (772) 223-6331 • Fax: (772) 223-3631 • sesales@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Yachts NW • 2601 W. Marina Place, Suite S • Seattle, WA 98199 • Tel: (206) 223-3624 • Fax: (206) 223-3628 • nwsales@nordhavn.com
Nordhavn Yachts SW • 24703 Dana Drive • Dana Point, CA, 92629 • Tel: (949) 496-4933 • Fax: (949) 496-1905 • swsales@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Europe Ltd. • 10-12  Firefly Road, Hamble Point  Marina • Hamble, Southampton SO31 4NB • UK • Tel: +44 (0) 2380 456342 • Fax: +44 (0) 2380 457741 • europesales@nordhavn.com
Nordhavn Australasia  Ltd. • 28 Thurecht Parade • Scarborough, Qld. 4020 • AUS • Tel: +61.419 760 258 • Fax: +61.7.3102 6253 • peter@nordhavn.com.au 

For additional brokerage details and listings, visit www.nordhavn.com

Nordhavn 64 ('06) $2,495,222
Nordhavn 62 ('05) $2,222,222
Nordhavn 62 ('01) $1,495,000
Nordhavn 62 ('93) $859,000
Nordhavn 62 ('97) $825,000
Nordhavn 57 ('04) AU $1,650,000 GST and Duty paid
Nordhavn 57 ('01) $1,250,000 Tax Unpaid
Nordhavn 55 ('08) $1,495,000
Nordhavn 55  ('08) $1,690,000 EX TAX
Nordhavn 55  ('07) $1,595,000
Nordhavn 55 ('06) $1,775,000
Nordhavn 55 ('04) $1,295,000
Nordhavn 47 ('08) $899,000
Nordhavn 47 ('07) €775,000
Nordhavn 47 ('07) AU $1,195,000 

Nordhavn 47 ('04) $845,000
Nordhavn 47 ('03) $875,000
Nordhavn 47 ('03) $950,000
Nordhavn 47 ('03) $745,000
Nordhavn 46 (‘89) $318,000
Nordhavn 46 ('98) $525,000
Nordhavn 43 ('07) $895,000
Nordhavn 43 ('07) $895,000
Nordhavn 43 ('06) $835,000
Nordhavn 43 ('05) AU $825,000
Nordhavn 43 ('05) $799,000
Nordhavn 43 ('04) $715,000
Nordhavn 43 ('04) AU $795,000 GST
Nordhavn 40 ('05) $569,000
Nordhavn 40 ('05) $499,000

Nordhavn 35 ('04) $389,000
Nordhavn 35 ('01) $329,000
Hanse 63 ('07) $1,050,000
Alden Yachts 51 ('95) $499,000
Cranchi 48 ('03) $399,000
Tollycraft 48 ('79) $249,000
Bayliner 47 ('00) $299,000
South Coast Cutter 42 ('04) $249,000
Sea Ray Sundancer 42 ('91) $125,000
Silverton 40 ('96) $99,500
Jersey Sport Fishing Boat 36 ('89) $149,000
Grand Banks 36 ('90) $159,000
Alerion Sailboat 28 ('02) $69,900

Contact a sales pro at one of our six factory-direct offices throughtout the world and experience the
Nordhavn difference. Visit www.nordhavn.com/sales_office to learn more.

N O R D H A V N 7 6  ( ' 0 5 )

Here is a rare opportunity to own a turn-key, loaded with gear, Nordhavn 76 for a fantas-
tic price!  With over seven pages of like new equipment and custom features, and a non

stop range of over 3,000 miles, “Inside Passage III” is ready to travel the world’s
oceans. Located in Seattle.

Asking $3,495,000 For details contact Larry Gieselman at (949) 496-4933

N O R D H A V N  7 6 ( ' 0 8 )

“Silvia M” is without doubt one of the most talked about Yachts we have built in recent
years. She clearly shows our commitment to customisation within a production format

and she has featured in the last Circumnavigator Magazine as a truly wonderful example
of bespoke craftsmanship. She has been owned and cruised by her owner who has a full

time crew aboard her. Located in Viareggio, Italy.
Asking  Euro 3,200,000 ex Vat   For details contact Philip Roach at +44 (0) 2380 456342

Asking: $1,549,000 Location: Dana Point, CA
For details contact Larry Gieselman (949) 496-4933

N O R D H A V N  5 5  ( ' 0 9 )  “ K h u s h i y a n ”

Asking: $2,575,000 Location: Seattle, WA 
For details contact Don Kohlmann (206) 223-3624

N O R D H A V N  6 4 ( ' 0 8 )  “ T i g e r ”

Asking: $1,569,398 Location: Dana Point, CA
For details contact Eric Leishman (949) 496-4933

N O R D H A V N  5 6 M S ( ' 0 9 )  “ A t a  M a r i e ”

Asking: $1,500,000 Location: San Diego  
For details contact Dave Balfour (401) 293-0910 or

Eric Leishman (949) 496-4933

N O R D H A V N  6 2 ( ' 0 2 )  “ A d v e n t u r e ”

Asking: $4,500,000 Location: San Diego, CA
For details contact Nordhavn Yachts (949) 496-4933

N O R D H A V N  7 6 ( ' 0 9 )  “ T a k e  5 ”

Asking:  $1,595,000                      Location: Seattle, WA
For details contact Larry Gieselman (949) 496-4933

or Don Kohlmann at (206) 223-3624

N O R D H A V N  5 6 M S  ( ' 0 9 )    “ K i n d r e d  S p i r i t s ”
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n o r t h r o p a n d j o h n s o n . c o m

B r o k e r a g e               C h a r t e r               M a n a g e m e n t               N e w  C o n s t r u c t i o n               C r e w  P l a c e m e n t               n o r t h r o p a n d j o h n s o n . c o m

F o r t  L a u d e r d a l e
S a n  D i e g o
P a l m a
N e w p o r t
B o s t o n
H o n g  K o n g
S i n g a p o r e

OHANA 154’ (47M)
Admiral Marine :: Sleeps 10 guests in 5 exquisite staterooms :: 25% OFF 
$130,000 per week plus expenses :: For more information please contact 
Amy Wachmann :: amy.wachmann@northropandjohnson.com

* OHANA cruising area: Bahamas / Caribbean. SHOGUN cruising area: 
Alaska. Second week on OHANA has to be used by December 15, 2011.

SHOGUN 122’ (37M)
Flagship :: Sleeps 8 guests in 4 oversized staterooms :: $69,000 
per week plus expenses :: For more information please contact 
Amy Wachmann :: amy.wachmann@northropandjohnson.com

Book 7 nights on SHOGUN before July 31st and 
receive the second week on OHANA at 25% OFF*.

Winter Special
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CALL BArin CArdenAs At  954.650.7353  |  eMAiL: sALes@LuCidyACht.CoM

2005, SYMBOL 68’ PH

One owner & maintained by a full time captain  |  An amazing 3 staterooms / 3.5 Heads layout

3 Guest cabins + crew  | Hardtop with retractable sunroof and rear awning  |  Tender garage with hydraulic door

2012, AQUABAY 70’ $3,100,000

2005, AZIMUT 86S

4 SR / 4 Heads layout  |  2 Brand new Yamaha JetskisNight vision | Yacht controller | Only 490 MTU engine hours

2002, AZIMUT 80’ FB  $1,580,000$ 2,200,000

 $1,395,000

 <<<     visit our weBsite to see fuLL photos And speCifiCAtions





SALES & PURCHASE  
CHARTER 
NEW CONSTRUCTION

BROKERAGE & CHARTER

SWEET PEA 165.03ft (50.30m) 
Feadship | 2000/2008 | Florida | USD 33,000,000

TUSCAN SUN 147.00ft (44.80m)  
Izar | 2006 | Florida | USD 24,950,000

*Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

 
 

USA: 1535 SE 17th St., Suite 103, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 - T +1 954 767 1035 
MONACO: 9 avenue d’Ostende, MC 98000 Monaco - T +377 9770 5200

www.yacht-zoo.com - info@yacht-zoo.com  

™

BELLA BRI 151.00ft (46.00m)  
Northern Marine | 2008 | Florida | USD 23,900,000

*Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

ASPEN ALTERNATIVE 120.00ft (36.58m)  
Sovereign | 2002 | Florida | USD 5,900,000 

AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER

*Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

IMPULSIVE 126.00ft (38.40m) 
Norship | 1993/2010 | St Maarten | USD 6,750,000

NORTHCOAST 125 125.60ft (38.30m)  
Northcoast Yachts | 2011 model | Florida | USD 19,950,000

MOONRAKER 120.00ft (36.58m) 
Norship | 2002/2009 | Florida | EUR 7,900,000

*Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

LUNASEA 110.00ft (33.50m) 
Cantieri Di Pisa | 2000/2009 | Florida | USD 4,750,000

*Not for sale or charter to U.S. residents while in U.S. waters.

AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER
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The Westport Standard
Exceptional Quality & Predictability

●● R e n o w n e d ● n a v a l ● a R c h i t e c t s

●● U n m a t c h e d ● R e l i a b i l i t y

●● w o R l d ● c l a s s ● c U s t o m e R ● s e R v i c e

●● h i g h ● c R U i s e ● s p e e d s ● o R ● l o n g ● R a n g e ● c a p a b i l i t y

●● i n d U s t R y ● l e a d e R ● i n ● c o m p o s i t e ● c o n s t R U c t i o n

●● U n p R e c e d e n t e d ● v a l U e s

●● o n - t i m e , ● o n - b U d g e t ● d e l i v e R y ● — ● a s ● p R o m i s e d

F o r T  L au d E r d a L E  ( 9 5 4 )  3 1 6 - 6 3 6 4  •  S E aT T L E  ( 2 0 6 )  2 9 8 - 3 3 6 0  •  W W W. W E S T P o r T ya c h T S . co m

WESTPorT 98 Naval architecture by Jack Sarin  |  Westport

WESTPorT 112 Naval architecture by Jack Sarin  |  Westport

WESTPorT 130 Naval architecture by William Garden. Styling by Westport  |  Taylor olson

WESTPorT 164 donald Starkey design.  Naval architecture by William Garden and Westport  |  Taylor olson SINCE 1964
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